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GUIDE

You are about to experience an interactive painting system
that will enable you to immensely expand your creative drawing
and image development capabilitie~ With the help of this guide,
you'll find the system simple to use and rich in capabilities.
The Zgrass PAINT PROORAH USER'S GUIDE has been designed to
guide you through an interactive experience with all modules of
the Paint Program in a sequence which will prepare you to use
each module as you encounter it. If you take the time now to
experiment with the Paint Program system as instructed in this
guide, you'll minimize the amount of time you spend learning how
to use the system to maximum capacity. If you are a neophyte in
the world of computers, you'll find this a pleasant and
relatively painless introduction to working with computers.
In general, this guide is set up to be followed in a stepby-step manner, explaining what's happening as you engage in new
activities in each module. As you become more comfortable with
the controls and various means of interacting wi th the system,
you may find repetitive instructions tedious or boring. On the
other hand. if you're shaking in your boots because it's the
first time you've dealt with a computer, you'll probably find the
repetition comforting. To minimize the amount of repetition,
those concepts or activities which come into play frequently
or require special explanation have been presented in the GENERAL
REFERENCE SECTION of this guide and are referred to accordingly
within the body of the guide.
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GETIllli STARnD

To get started using the Zgrass Paint Program, follow these
instructions exactly ( it is assumed that you have already
connected a Summagraphics Bit Pad and its four-button cursor to
the UV-1 system). NOTE: Complete all commands typed at "
terminal keyboard by pressing the RETURN key.

1)

After you have powered up the UV-l system, rese~
system by pressing the red RST but ton on the frol,
panel. If you look at your terminal screen, you'll
notice that you've gotten this message:
ERASE ALL? (I 01 I)

Respond b, pressing the 1 keJ. This erases or clears
all of user memory so that you can get started. By
the way, you could have reset the system without pressing the RST button by typing RESTART at the terminal
keyboard •
. 2)

Insert the Paint Program disk into Drive 0 of your
disk drive and If you plan to store any pictures,
snaps, or macros, insert a storage disk in Drive ,1;
then type:
DSO
DLOJD

These commands load the entire contents of the disk
into the 256K screen memory. It takes about 90
seconds to load the entire disk, so wait patiently
until the ) praapt is visible on your terminal screen.

3) When you get the > prompt on. the terminal, you're ready
to enter these commands:

DGET GPAIIT
GPAIHT

The computer will respond with "Setting up for PAINT"
and when the Paint Program has been loaded into user
memory, you'll get this message on the terminal screen:
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GETTING STARTED - Continued
"Zgrass PAINT PROGRAM, February 1, 1982 Release, (C)
1982 Real Time Design, Inc." and you'll be instructed to
type in the next command with: "TO START UP THE PAINT
PROORAH, type:
PAINT

4)

Now that the program has been loaded and executed,
you'll note that two things have happened:

*a
*a

set of instructions appear on the terminal screen

"menu" of Paint Program modules and a flashing
QIOOSE cursor appear on the TV screen·

5)

6)

By moving the four-button cursor around your tablet,
you'll see that its movement is tracked by the flashing
CHOOSE cursor on the TV screen.
Hove the four-button cursor on your tablet until the
CHOOSE cursor on the TV screen covers the module you

wish to try.
7)

Follow the·instructions on your terminal screen.

8)

If things just don't work out or if for some
you've gotten confused and want to start over
hold down the CONTROL key and press the C key
same time. NOTE: As a convention throughout
documentation, this process is expressed by:

reason
again,
at the
Zgrass

When the> prompt returns to the terminal screen, type:
PAINT

and go back to step 4 of these instructions to proceed.
9)

If the simple "fix" in 8 doesn't work and you don't get
the menu or you get Error ZT, type:
RESTART 1

and go back to step 3.
the disk again.
10)

This eliminates having to DLOAD

If for some reason you get an Error 2, 3, or 4 when you
run Paint, you must go back to step 1 and restart the
system.
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'DfE PAlIIT PROORAH IDlJLES MENU (lOUR PAIIIT 801)
The ''menu'' that appears on the TV screen after you've loaded
the Paint Program serves two purposes:
o It provides visual labels of the Paint Program
modules available to you for drawing pictures and
creating animations ••• allowing you to visually survey
the tools and types of brushes you have to choose from.
o It functions as the paint box from which you select tools
or brushes with the CHOOSE cursor in order to paint on
your canvas (the TV screen).
Hal looR PAIHT BOX IS 0IIiAIIIDD

The paint box menu has been structured so that similar tools
or brushes are grouped together in boxed areas of the menu
display on the TV screen. See the menu illustration follow ing
this section.
The five groups defined by the boxed areas of the menu are
labeled in this guide as follows:

GROUP
GROUP
GROUP
GROUP
GROUP
11fE Toa..s

All)

1 - BASIC DRAWING BRUSHES
2 - OOLORHAP SELECTION &STORAGE
3 - MAKING & USING SNAPS
4 - LINE & SNAP ANIMATION
5 - urn.ITY HOOULES

BRUSHES

All)

Hal TO USE l1£M

To select any tool or brush, simply move the tablet cursor
until the flashing CHOOSE cursor covers the module you wish to
use and then press the yellow button on the tablet cursor.
Several things happen when you select a module:
• the paint box menu will disappear from the TV screen and
a flashing cursor (either an upturned arrowhead, a
crosshair, or a brush you've selected) will appear on the
TV screen
• if you have previously created a drawing on the TV screen
and have not erased it, that drawing will also re-appear
on the TV screen
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mE TCXI.S

All)

BRUSHES 111) HOI 1'0 USE THEM - Continued

• the terminal screen will clear and either you'll be
instructed to provide information or a description of the
options available to you in the modUle you selected will
appear; in general, you are instructed to select
an option for interacting with a module by pressing a
corresponding button on the tablet cursor, by sliding the
cursor off the bottom of the tablet, by using the joystick, or by inputting data (typing) at the terminal
keyboard;
to assist you in relating the information provided in this
guide to the information on the terminal screen,
the terminal screen text is reproduced at the beginning of
each module section as it appears when you select a
module;

in addition, the following types of information may also
appear on the terminal screen:
-statistical data about the activity on your canvas
(current cursor position, dimensions or location
coordinates of an object, etc.)
-messages about system limits (not enough memory to make
thi~ snap)
-queries about what you want the module to do (what's
the name of your snap, how big do you want it, where do
you want its center to be, etc.)
-special notes on how to handle problems that might
occur (what to do if your fill leaks, etc.)
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mE PAINT BOI MENU - nlustration
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GENERAL REFERENCE SECl'ION
This section contains information and detailed instructions
on Paint Program module options or activities repeated throughout
the documentation. The intention is to make this information
available without undue repetition and in a manner which
integrates all aspects and not just those pertinent to one
particular module. Although it is not essential, it is
recommended that a new user review this section before beginning
experimentation with the system.
BASIC OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
Control characters are designated by Simultaneously pressing the
CONTROL key and a specified character key ~n the terminal
keyboard. Throughout documentation for the system, the
convention for expressing this instruction is:

Co.pletion of a com.and sequence or response typed at the
terminal keyboard is accomplished by pressing the RETURN key
after the last character has been typed.
When the Zgrass system cursor > appears on the keyboard, this is
an indication that the Paint Program must be re-started by typing
in the command:
PAINT

Save work in prOlress frequently. Due to the nature of
electr-Onic media, it is important to protect images you're fond
of by saving your work on disk frequently ••• see DISK UTILITIES
se9tion for details.
Use DRIVE 0 of your disk drive for the PAINT PRffiRAM/UTILITY DISK
and DRIVE 1 for either your current storage disk or the disk from
which you wish to retrieve files.
DEFINITION OF SPECIAL TERMS
ARRAY

a software structure used for organizing
computer-stored information (roughly equivalent to a
matrix).

BRUSH

any picture or shape created in the Paint Program and
used as the electronic paint brush equivalent to the
tablet cursor.
1

GENERAL REFERENCE SECTIONIDEFINITIOII W SPECIAL TERMS-Continuecl
MACRO

a series of Zgrass commands and statements (in other
canputer languages, this correlates to a program).

PIXEL

the basic unit of measure referenced by the Paint

Program, representative of the smallest picture element
created by the 320 horizontal and 200 vertical
subdivisions of the TV screen.

RUBBER

STAMPING a succession of copies of a "brush" displayed in the
process of canpleting a brush stroke.
SNAP

a

"snapsh~t"

excerpt of a drawing.

..

NAMING FILES FOR STORAGE

In computer terms, the drawings, snapshots, animations, etc.
that you create with the Paint Program are called "files". In
the Paint Program, files are sorted, stored, retrieved, and
otherwise manipulated by name ••• which means, naming files is a
very important factor in being able to manipulate your files
effectively.
Unlike many other computer languages, Zgrass allows you to
create filenames of unlimited length, using letters of the
alphabet, numbers (0-9), and $ for composition. NO SPACES are
permitted and names must start with either a letter or $, not a
number. Since length is unlimited, it is stro~ly recommended
that you do not skimp in creating names that accurately describe
the contents of a file so that you'll later be able to easily
differentiate ,iles.
There are certain rules about how the computer handles files
based on their names that you should pay attention to. For
instance:
-If you use the same name for two files, here's what will
happen:
o In user memory, the new file will replace the old file and
the old fUe wUl be deleted. It's good practice to check
out filenames eXisting in user memory by using the FILE
STAnJS module before you name a new fUe.
o In disk storage, if you attempt to duplicate a name,
either you'll be stopped by getting an Error 31 and be
forced to rename your file or, MOST LIKELY, if the file
you're naming happens to be of the same type as the file
that already given that name, the new file will be stored
under that name and the
8
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FILES - Continued

old file will be stored under that filename as a back-up
file (FILENAME.BAK). If this happens, do not despai r.
You oan rename the baok-up file by using the RENAME FILE
command. See DRENAME in the Glossary. In any event,
duplicating names can later create confusion and should be
avoided. Use the DISK UTILITIES module to search for a
particular filename before you assign it to a new file.
o If you have a series of snaps you wish to name in a way
that reflects a series, avoid using names that may be
considered abbreviations. For instance, if you have a
series of more than 10 snaps and wish to call them FILE1,
FILE2, FILE3 ••• start wi th 01 instead of 1,· since 1 could
be considered an abbreviation of '1, whereas 01 cannot be
misinterpreted. Better yet, use letters instead of
m.lllbers to indicate a series: FILEA. FILEB, FILEC•••••
FtOPPI DISK STORAGE (YOOR Will PORm1IO)

When you've completed a session with the Paint Program,
you'll need some way to store the drawings, snapshots,
animations, etc. that you've created or are in the process of
creating. The way you store electronic computer art is by
copying your work onto a floppy disk. The procedures for
actually storing your work are outlined in detail in the DISK
UTILITIES module of the Paint Program.
DISK MAUGEMEIIT

In order to use the utilities provided in the DISK UTILITIES
module, you must first become familiar with floppy disks--how to
use them and how they're organized.
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION:

The disks used by the Hicropolis Disk Drive are 5-1/4"
double-sided, double-density, soft-sectored floppy disks.
Each
side will contain over 197,000 bytes of data (referred to as 197K
bytes) or about 9-10 full-screen images.
FORMATTING &INITIALIZING DISKS:
Briefly, before a disk can be used in the UV-1 Zgrass system
for storing your screen dUmps, snaps, arrays, macros, etc.
(generally referred to as "files"), it must be formatted into 384
sectors (numbered 0 through 383), each containing 512 bytes.
This process imposes an internal structure on the disk compatible
wi th Zgrasa and needs to be done only once.
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(l;NERAL RMRENCE SECTIONIDISIC MAHDltENT - Continued
After a disk has been formatted, it must be initialized,
which means a section of space must be reserved on the disk for
the Di sk Di rectory.
Full definitions and instructions for formatting and
ini ti al izing disks are available in the Zgrass Glossary under
DFORMAT and DINIT.
WRITE-PROTECTING DISKS:
You'll notice that the PAINT PROORAH/UTaITY DISK diosk has a
small adhesive sticker covering a niche in the side of the disk.
This sticker serves as a "write protection" device which prevents
you from wri ting over (and thereby destroying) the contents of
this disk. In fact, such a sticker prevents anything from being
stored on a disk that has one•••which means you must check to see
that the disk you allocate for storage during a work session is
not wri te-protected ••• AND when you've used up all the storage
space on a disk,
protect the work you've done from being
written over by applying a write protection sticker to that disk.
DISK HOUSEKEEPING:
From time to time, it's a good idea to review the contents
of a disk and get riEl of those files (and thei r back-up files)
that you no longer want or need. By doing so, you'll maximize
the amount of storage space available to you and minimize the
amount of time you spend waiting for files to either be stored or
retrieved. Details on procedures for deleting files on disk are
covered in this guide under the DISK UTaITIES module section.
SYSTEM LIMITATIONS ON SNAP SIZE I: USER MEMORY STORJGE

As a function of limited user memory space, you are limited
to the size snap you can make. The largest snap you can make
occupies about 1/4 of the TV screen. Thre total work space
available to you in user memory while using the Paint Program is
about 22,000 bytes (22K). The· balance of user memory is occupied
by the Paint Program. The largest snap acceptable to the system
is 4064 b,tes. 4064 bytes permits you to make a snap that
occupies about 1/4 of the screen area or approximately 4K bytes
of memory. In addi tion to the snap, this allows storage space
for a maximum 6 character name associated with the snap.
To gi ve you some idea of the dimensions of a maximum size
snap, the following large snap sizes WQuld be acceptable. NOTE:
Since 1 byte stores 4 horizontal pixels, a quick calculation of
the approzimate byte size of a snap may be made by dividing the
product of the snap's dimensions by 4. For example:

10

SlSTDt LIMITAnONS 01 SlAP SIZES - Continued

125 X 125 = 156251q = 3906 bytes (+ snap name)
200 X 80 = 16000/q = qOOO bytes (+ snap name)
160 X 100 = 16000/q = qOOO bytes (+ snap name)
Because this method produces approximate byte sizes,
occasionally you'll find that things don't fit. If you want to
determine a snap's precise byte size, use this formula:
«(xsize - 1)/q) + 1) x (ysize)
If you attempt to make a snap of an area wnose total number
of pixels divided by q exceeds q06q, you'll get this message on
the terminal screen instead of a request to name your snap:
NOT ENOOGH MEJ«)RY TO HAKE THIS SNAP

Now that you're aware of the total space available to you
for storing your snaps, you've probably surmised that you should
be able to store about 5 maximum size snaps during any given
session. Not true. Due to the way computers organize storage
data, memory usually fra,_ents in such a way as to prevent
storage of 5 maximum size blocks in one session••• which means you
must verify that a sufficiently large fragment of memory is
available to store your snap. There are two ways to get this
information." The Simplest is by looking at your terminal screen
under the CURRENT SETTINGS section, LARGEST MEMORY FRAGMENT:
0000. A more complex way to get this information, along with
some other data you might find helpful, is to type in this system
command after you press CTRl.+C:
CORE
In response to this command. the computer will print out on
the terminal screen a listing of all available blocks of user
memory, as well as the size of each block (in bytes). The
largest block available will be printed at the top of the list.
The total amount of user memory available is printed at the
bottom of the list.
If the CORE list is longer than 20 lines and speeds by too
quickly for you to read, press CTRL+W before you type in the CORE
command again. Since this is a toggle, don't forget to turn it
off (by pressing CTRL+W again) before you go back to the Paint
Program. As you become more intimate with the system, you'll
find this data more useful. To get back to the Paint Program
menu, type:
PAINT
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a.EAHING UP USER MEMORY TO STORE MORE 01 LAlliER SNAPS:

If you discover that you have a memory fragment inadequate
for storarage of your snap, you must do some user memory
"housekeeping". By choosing the FILE LIST module, you'll get a
I isting of all files currently maintained in user memory. If you
have files you're sure you don't want, delete them with the
delete option provided in that module. If you're not Slre about
whether or not you want to get rid of any file, transfer such
files to disk storage by using the DISK UTILITIES module.
Once you've deleted or transferred files from user memory,
return to the MAKE SNAP module and check the CURRENT SETTINGS
section on the terminal screen to see what the size of the
LARGEST MEMORY FRAGMENT is. If it still falls short of the 4064
byte maximum you need to store your snap, you'll need to reset
the system and start with full-size memory blocks. VARNIIG:
Restarting the system erases all your current work, so make sure
you have stored all necessary work on disk before resetting the
system. Follow these steps to reset the system:
• Press CTRL+C; when you get the

> cursor, type:

RESTART 1
• \tlen you get the

»

\

cursor, type:
DG GPAINT
GPAINT

As explained in the GETTING STARTED section, this is a quick
way to restart the system; since you don't have to DLOAD, this
process should take you only a few seconds.
Before you type in PAINT to start the Paint Program again,
type in CORE to see for yourself that you do indeed now have
full-Size, unfragmented memory blocks with which to store a large
snap.
SCIIJIli

In addition to uniformly enlarging and reducing snaps,
scaling allows you to create special effects by spreading,
squeeZing, flipping, or reversing the contents of your snap to
suit your needs. The system default scale factors of any snap
are 1,1. In fact, if you type in scale factors of 0,0 (which are
not allowed), the computer will automatically assume the default
factors of 1,1. Within screen limits, any positive or negative
maber or fraction may be used for scaling.
The following examples demonstrate some basic applications
for scaling:
12

GENERAL REFEREIICE SECfIOIIISCM IIKi - Continued
• To uniformly double the size of a snap, increase both the
width and height to scale factors 2,2
• To double the height but not the width, increase the width
but not the height to scale factors 2,1
• To uniformly halve the size of a snap, reduce both the
height and the width to scale factors .5,.5
• To get a "mirror image" (reverse) of a snap, change the
scale factors to -1,-1
• To see the snap flipped upside down, change the scale
factors to 1,-1
• To see the "mirror image" upside down, change the scale
factors to -1, 1

ROrATION
The rotation feature of the Paint Program allows you to
reposi tion a snap by rotating it counter-clockwise 90, 180, or
270 degrees. You will notice two things are different about a
rotated snap:
• As a cursor, it flashes more slowly and takes a little
longer to draw with (since the display of information is
mo~e complex,
the computer needs more time to
calculate pixel locations of a rotated snap).
•

Particularly on very small snaps, when rotated to side
views, the content will be slightly distorted due to the
fact that pixels are rectangular and not square.
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GENERAL RD'EREICE SECfIOII-awD: SIZE tlDJLEa
aQWKiE SIZE

IQ)Ul.EtlI

WHITE BlTl'TON
*CHANGE SIZE HODULE* - BRUSHES

---------------------------------------------------------------aJRSOR BlTfTON OPTIONS:
DEFINE SIZE
<YELl..C7fl>
INPUT
NEll CENTER <WHITE>

PRINT
<GREEN> CURRENT X,Y SIZE

-

<BLUE>
INPUT X AND Y SIZE

aJRRENT SETTINGS:
CENTER: 0,0

XSIZE: 00

YSIZE: 00

There are several ways in which you may select or define the
size of the BRUSH with which you draw. Having pressed the white
button, you will note that a new set of instructions appear on
the terminal screen (as reproduced above), presenting the options
for choosing the BRUSH size and center posi tion; indicate your
option selection by pressing a button on the tablet cursor.
-SU~OPTIONI

BUTTON
-DEFINE SIZEI
YELl..CW

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION

When you press this button, a flashing BRUSH
cursor will appear on the TV screen. This
flashing BRUSH cursor has a center position
fized at the same coordinates as the last
center position occupied by the flashing BRUSH
cursor just prior to pressing the white
button. As you move the cursor around on the
tablet, you will nQtice that the size of the
BRUSH changes but the center location of the
BRUSH remains the same.
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-SUB-OPTION!
BUTTON

-CHANGE SIZE MODULE- - BRUSHES
ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION

DEFINE SIZE allows you to visually select the
size of the BRUSH centered as described above:
~ALLERISHORTER: To increase the height of
the BRUSH, move the tablet cursor toward the
top of the tablet; to decrease the height,
move it toward the bot to ••

-VIDERINARROWER: To increase the width of tht:
BRUSH, move the fablet cursor toward the
rilht edge of the tablet; to decrease the
width, move it toward the left edge.
NOTE: To accomplish width and height changes
Simultaneously, move the tablet cursor diagonally.
When the size BRUSH you wish to draw with
flashes on the TV screen, hold the tablet
cursor steady and press the yellow button.
You have now defined the new size of the BRUSH
and are automatically returned to DRAW WITH
BRUSHES mode so that you may draw wi th your
new BRUSH.
-INPUT
NEW CENTERI
WHITE

As explained above, while you are in
-CHANGE SIZE MODULE-, you cannot change the
center position of the cursor BRUSH by moving
the tablet cursor; to aid you in defining the
size you want, you may, however, reposition
the BRUSH center by inputting new center
coordinates at the terminal keyboard. This is
particularly useful if you have previously
determined the center coordinates of an object
and you wish to determine the size of the
BRUSH based on some relationship with the
center coordinates of that object. Statistics
about the current BRUSH cursor are available
to you on the terminal screen while you are in
-cHANGE SIZE MODULE-.
When you press the white button, you'll note
that new print appears on your terminal
screen, asking you for the horizontal (X) and
vertical (Yl coordinates to which you wish the
BRUSH relocated.
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GENERAL RfiEREIICE SECTIONIttawIZ SIZE tIDJLE. - Continued
-SUS-OPTION
BU'ITON

-INPUT

.CHANGE SIZE HODULE.-BRUSHES
ACTIVITY DESCRIPl'ION

N~

CENTER!

WHITE

Once you have typed in the new X and Y coordinates, the BRUSH cursor will be recentered
at that position. You may then proceed to
define the size BRUSH you want at that
location.

-INPUT X &
Y SIZE!
BLUE

This is the manual method of re-defining
BRUSH dimensions to the length and width you
specify.
When you press the blue button,
new print will appear on the terminal screen,
requesting the new width (X) and height (Y)
dimensions.
Once you have typed in the new X and Y dimensions, you'll be returned to DRAW WITH BRUSHES
mode so that you may draw with your new BRUSH.

-PRINT aJRRENT
X, Y SIZE!
GREEN

To get statisitics on the dimensions of any
BRUSH, hold the tablet cursor steady when that
BRUSH flashes on the TV screen and press the
green button. The horizontal (X) and vertical
(Y) dimensions of that BRUSH will be printed
out on the terminal screen.
NOTE: When drawing with a very large BRUSH,
i t will be necessary to hold the buttons a
littler longer to insure that options are
performed as described ••• the computer needs a
little more time with larger brushes.
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QiOOSIIIG YWR PAINTI.. PAlErl'E

DRAWING PALETTE COLORMAP
COLOR NAME 1 WHITE 1 RED 1 GREEN
COLOR VARIABLE 1_0 _1_ 1_1 2
164
91
1
COLOR VALUE

BLUE
3

8

COLOR, MODE, AND COLORHAP SELECfION

-----------------------------NS:
-----OPTIO
----------------------------Btm'ON
aJRSOR
COLOR (0 1
<YELUli>

~OOSE DRAWI~

2

3)

<GREEN) RETURN TO DRAWING

CHANGE C<LORHAP <WHITE)
<BLUE)

INPt.rr Nal MODE
CURRENT SETTINGS:

------- --

-~---

DRAWING COLOR I: 0 + tIlDE: 00
COLORMAP VALUES: COLORO = 1 COLOR1 = 91

=

COLORMOOE: 00
COLOR2 = 165 COLOR3

=8
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COLOR CONTROL MODULE .. Continued
In additon to choosing colors for your palette, this module
also prov ides you wi th the opportuni ty to def ine the
relationships between the four colors of that palette. In total,
there are 10 different modes, which when used in conjunction with
the four colors of any given palette, produce 22 different
relationships, called COLORHODES.
Each co10rmode and the
relationship created when you employ a particular mode is defined
later in this section.
ACCESSItIi mE CXLOR CONTRa. IIDJLE
This module is accessed by sliding the tablet cursor off the
bottom edge of the tablet and then immediately returning the
cursor to the tablet. If you are drawing with a large cursor,
you must slide the tablet cursor slowly toward the edge so that
the screen cursor and the tablet cursor reach and slide off the
bottom edge of the TV screen and tablet simultaneously. As you
return the cursor to the tablet, you'll notice the four-segment
drawing palette "colormap" displaying the four color variables of
your palette at the bottom edge of the TV screen and a flashing
"COLOR" cursor which is the TV screen counterpart to the tablet
cursor. Initially, this procedure may seem awkward and you may
have to repeat the process several times to be successful, but
after using it several times, you'll discover this movement fits
in quite naturally with the fluid movement of free-hand drawing.
OPTION!
Blrl'TON

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION

CHOOSE DRAWIt«; COLOR!
YELLCIi

This option allows you to choose a color from the
palette co10rmap (0 1 2 3) to draw wi tho As you
move the tablet cursor, your movement will be
tracked on the TV screen wi th the flashing COLOR
cursor. Position the flashing COLOR cursor over
the colormap segment containing the color you wish
to draw with and press the yellow button. The
terminal screen will clear and the options
available in the current Group 1 module you're
working with will re-appear. The palette colormap
and flashing COLOR cursor will disappear from the
TV screen; the drawing cursor will return, ready
to draw with the newly selected color.
NOTE: The first color variable in the colormap
(Color 0) also repreSents the color used for your
draw ins backsround. In addition to other methods
prov ided in the Paint Program for erasing, you may
choose to erase by screening out with the
background color (comparable to using eradication
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OPTION!
BUTTON

COLOR CONTROL HOWLE!

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION
fluid on paper drawings). You accomplish this by
choosing Color 0 to be your drawing color and then
drawing over the lines you wish to erase with that
color.

CHANGE

COLORHAP/
WHITE

If you wish to change any or all colors in your
palette, this option allows you to do so by
inputting the numerical value of the color you
desire. When yOu press the white button, new
print will appear on the terminal screen, asking
you to input the number of the color variable in
the palette colormap that you wish to change (0 1
2 3).
You'll also have the opportunity to escape
this option by pressing the return key.
Next, you'll be asked to input the numerical value
of the color you want that color variable changed
to. By inputting your choice (0-255), you will
cause not only the designated color variable of
the palette colormap displayed on the TV to change
to that color, but also any lines or sections of
the drawing made in the original color will be
changed to the new color. New print will appear
on the terminal screen, once again asking you to
either input the color variable number of a
palette color you wish to change or, if you do not
wish to change any other colors, to press the
return key and be returned to the COLOR CONTROL
options. At this time, note that the CURRENT
SETTINGS data have been updated to reflect any
changes you've made.
Once you've used this system for awhile and have
had an opportuni ty to familiarize yoursel f wi th
the colors available and their numerical values,
you'llc find this option a convenient method for
changing your palette while in the process of
using one of the-Group 1 modules. Until you
become familiar with colors and their numerical
values, however, you'll probably find it necessary
to change your palette colormap by returning to
the menu and selecting CHANGE COLOR, which
prOvIdes you with a simultaneous display of the
color and its numerical equivalent printed out
below the appropriate colormap color variable on
the TV screen.
DEFAULT PALETTE COLORMAP: When you've used the
system several times, you'll probably notice that
19

OPTION

COlOR CONTROL HOWLE/CHANGE COLORMAP
ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION

each time you turn the system on, the palette
colormap is always the same, no matter what colors
were contained in the palette you last used.
Every time you restart the systero and access the
COLOR CONTROL module, this default colormap comes
up:
1 WHITE 1 RED 1 GREEN 1 BLUE 1
1_0_1_1_1 2
1-.3_1
1
91
164
8

If you wish to retain a specific palette colormap
to be used with a drawing in the future, you must
save that colormap on disk by using the SAVE
COLOR HAP module and then retrieve it when you
need it.
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COLOR CONTROL - Continued
HOOE SELECTION LIST

----------------------------------------------------------------0

IS FOR PLOP WI'm C(L()RS 0 1 2 3

4

IS FOR EXCLUSIVE OR WITH COLORS 0 1 2 3

8 IS FOR OR WITH C(L()RS 0 1 2 3
12 IS FOR AND WITH COLORS 0 1 2 3
16 ts FOR PRIORITY WRITE WITH COLOR 1
17 IS FOR PRIORITY WRITE WITH COLOR 2
18 IS FOR REVERSE PRIORITY WIlli COLOR 1
19 IS FOR REVERSE PRIORITY WITH COLOR 2
20

21

IS FOR INCREMENT C(L()R
IS FOR DECREMENT COLOR

WHIat MODE DO YOO wANt?

-----------------,------_.--------------,--------------------INPUT NEW
HODEl
BLUE

This option allows you to define drawing
relationship between the four colors in your
palette colormap. When you press the blue button,
the terminal screen will clear and the 10 modes
available for you to choose from will be printed
on the terminal screen and you'll be asked to
input the mode you want.
This unique feature allows drawing colors to
interact in interesting ways roughly equivalent to
the cellophane or layering effects created by
painting with watercolors. Essentially, selecting
a particular colormode sets things up so that when
particular colors come in contact with one
another, specific and predictable results occur.
Listed below are the· 22 possible colormodes with
brief descriptions of the effects produced when
they're use4. It isn't necessary to understand
how these modes work in order to use them, but if
you're interested in their technical properties,
this information is available to you under COLOR
HOOES in the Zgrass Glossary.
To make this chart of effects more meaningful, the
defaul t palette colormap colors are employed to
demonstrate what actual color interactions would
be.
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I WHITE 1 RED 1 GREEN 1 BLUE 1
1_0_1_·_1_1 2 1--3_1

DRAWlY:;
MODE

+ COLOR

ca.oR
= KlDE (INTERACTIVE COLOR EFFECTS)

--------------------------PLOP the dralil'll color on top of
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • the back&roond color:
o +
0
-white draws white on white
= 0

o
o
o

+
+
+

,

2
3

• • • • • • • •
4
o
+
4
+

,

4

+

2

+

3

• • • • • • • •
8
+
0
8
+
1
8

+

2

8

+

3

• • • • • • • •
12
+
o

12

+

1

12

+

2

12
+
3
• • • • • • • •

=
=
=

,

-red draws red on white
-green draws green on white
-blue draws blue on white

2
3
• • • • • • lOR:
prevents drawing completely
= 4
on
white, draws red; on red, draws
= 5
white; on green, draws blue; on
blue, draws green
6
on
white, draws green; on red, draws
=
blue; on green, draws white;on blue,
draws red
on
white, draws blue; on red, draws
= 7 green;
on green, draws red; on blue,
draws white
• • • • • .01:
prevents drawing completely
= 8
on
white, draws red; on red, pre= 9
vents drawing; on green, draws blue;
on blue, prevents drawing
= 10 on white, draws green; on red, draws
blue; on green or blue, prevents
drawing
on white, red, green, or blue, draws
= 11
blue (like PLOP with blue)
• • • • • .AII):
on white, red, green, or blue, draws
= 12
white (like PLOP wIth white)
on white and red, prevents drawing;
= 13 on
green, draws white; on blue,
draws red
on white and green, prevents drawing;
= 14
on red, draws white; on blue, draws
green
15
prevents drawing completely
•
•
•
.PRIORITY
WRITE VI11I a10R 1 (RED)
• •
16
red has priority over any color with
a lower color , (in this case,white)

-

----..
· . . . . . . . .-.

• • • • PlIORITI WRITE vmt aI.DR 2 (GIEEN)

17

green has priority over any color
with a lower color' (in this case,
whi te and red)
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OiART

MODE

(F aLORKmE

+

EFFECTS - Continued

DRAWING
COLOR
COLOR = KDE (INTERACTIVE COLOR EFFECTS)

---------------------------

PRIORITY VITH OOLOR 1 (RED)
· . . . . . ,. . . . . . • .IEVERSE
red has priority over any color with

-----------------

18

a higher color' (in this case, green
and blue)

• • • • • • • • • • • • • .IEVERSE PRIORITY VITH OOLOR 2( GREEN)

-------,-----

19

green has priority over any color
with a higher color II (in this case,
blue)

• • • • • • • • • • • • • .IICREHENT ca..oR
----------------- 20 the drawing color is the next color #

higher than the background color on
which the cursor is resting; NOTE:by
moving the cursor slowly,the drawing
color itself becomes the background
color, applying the next color up in
very small increments on the screen

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • DECREMENT ca..oR
21
the drawing color is .the next color
---------------~
, lower than the background color on

which the cursor is resting; same
NOTE as INCREMENT COLOR

23
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GIOOP 1 - BASIC DIWIIJIi BlUSHES

1 LIlES 1 DUIfIFILL
1----1----- ----D.LIPSES
1
AIRBRUSH
1 CIRCUS 1
1______________
__
DRAW WITH RUBBERBAND LINES
aJRSOR BlTl'TON OPTIONS:
MOVE
FIXED POINT <WHITE>

DRAW
<YELLOW>
<GREEN> BACK TO MENU
<BLUE>
ERASE LAST LINE

aJRRENT SETTIt«iS:
COLOR: 1

-----=

+ MODE: 0

TO CHANGE COLOR

ANDIOR

COLORHODE: 1

MODE SETTINGS:

------------------------------------

SUDE aJRSOR CFF OOT'tOM EDGE OF TABLET AND REnJRN IMMEDIATELY; A
COLORHAP AND FLASHING "COLOR" aJRSOR WILL APPEAR ON TV SCREEN..

----------------------------------------------------------------o LINES
LINES allows you to draw with "rubberband
lines"••• lines that are stretched between two points you
designate with the cursor. As you move the tablet cursor, your
movement will be tracked on the TV screen with a flashing solid
line cursor which has a fixed point at one end.
OPTION!
BlmON

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION

DRAWl
YELUll
When you have stretched the free end of the line
cursor into position, press the yellow button.
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OPTION!
BUTTON

DRAW/
YELUli

LINES!
ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION

This brush is particularly handy in draw ing
straight, diagonal, vertical, and horizontal line
segments, as well as any type of geometric object.
This compares to drawing wi th a ruler, wi th the
advantage of being able to see what the line looks
like before you actuall y dr aw it.

HOVE

FIXED POINT/

WHITE

In the event the fixed point of the cursor does
not start the line where you want it started, you
may relocate the fixed point without drawing a
connecting line by stretching the free end to the
position where you want the fixed point relocated
and then pressing the white button. Once you have
relocated the fixed point of the cursor, release
the white button and continue drawing.

ERASE
LAST LINE!

BLUE

To erase the last line (and ONLY the last line)
drawn, press the blue button. Since this erases
only the last line drawn, this feature cannot
'be used on two consecutive lines.
OR••• lf you wish to erase any line other than the
last line drawn, use this method:

Change your drawing color to the
background color (by choosing Color 0 in the
drawing colormap), position the line cursor over
the line you wish to erase, press the yellow button to draw over that line with the background
color and it will magically disappearl
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GIDIP 1 - BASIC DReam BmJSHES

I

I DIUIIIFILL

LINES

BOIES I

I
1----1
1
I CIRa.ES I AIIBRUSH I' BJ.IPSES I

1

I

I

I

DRAW/FILL

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _•__ _
at _ _ _ _ _ _ _ • _ _ _ _ ,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

QJRSOR Bt1I'TON OPTIONS:

(GREEN) BACK TO MENU

ERASER TIP <WHITE)
(BLUE)

FILL VIm Ctt.OR
CURRENT smINGS:
COLOR: 1 + tD>E: 0

=

COLORHCDE: 1

USE JOYSTICK '1 KH<m TO aw«iE SIZE OF ERASER TIP;
PRESS TRIGGER TO RE-DRAW nas MENU
NOTE:

IF YWR Fn.L LEAKS, STOP IT BY PRESSItIi CTRL+E
TO CHANGE COLOR ANDIOR t«DE SETrINGS:

SLIDE QJRSOR <FF BOTTOM EDGE OF TABLET AND RE1lJRN IMMfDIATELY; A
Ca..DR MENU All) FLASHItIi "Ctt.OR" QJRSOR WILL APPEAR ON 'IV ~EEN.

,.-

0 ....

This feature allows you to draw free-hand, using
the tablet cursor as a pen or pencil. As you move the tablet
cursor, your movement will be tracked on the TV screen by a
flashing arrowhead cursor. The pOint of the arrow corresponds to
the crosshalr of the tablet cursor. You may move the arrowhead
about freely without drawing until you decide on your starting
poSition.
OPTION!
BtnTON
DRAWl
YEl.l.aI

ACTIVm DESCRIPTION

----------

When you are ready to draw, press and hold the
yellow button on the tablet cursor as you move it
about on the tablet. To stop drawing or reposition
the cursor, release the yellow button.
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OPTION!
BUTTON

DRAW
ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION

ERASER TIP/
WHITE
To erase any line drawn, place the
arrowhead tip where you wish to start eraSing,
press the white button on the tablet cursor, and
use the flashing eraser tip to erase.
FILL WITH
COLOR!
BLUE

ERASER TIP
SIZE!
JOYSTICKI1

This option allows you to fill any designated
bounded area on the screen.
Fi rst, select the
color with which you wish to fill. Then, position
the cursor so that its tip is within the bounded
area you wish to fill and press the blue but ton.
If your fill leaks or you wish to interrupt a
fill, press CTRL+E on the terminal keyboard. To
correct a fill leak, fill the leak area wi th the
background color to restore it to unfilled status.

The default dimensions of the eraser tip are 5,5.
Use the knob on top of Joystick 11 to change the
shape and dimensions of the tip by pushing the
knob away from its center in a circular motion.
If the terminal screen has filled up and obscured
the options menu, press the trigger of Joystick 01
to clear the screen and reprint the menu.
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GROOP 1 - BASIC DR.tIWC BRUSHES

UHES

I DUW/FnJ.

BOIES

--------1---------- ____
--------ELLIPSES_

CIRa.ES 1
AIRBRUSH____
1____
DRAW WITH BOXES

aJRSOR BunON OPTIONS:
DRAW - SOLID BOX
<YEL~>

*CHANGE
SIZE MODULE- <WHITE>

<GREEN> BACK TO MENU

<BLUE>
DRAW - OPEN BOX
aJRRENT SETTINGS:
COLOR: 1 + MODE: 0

=

COLORMODE: 1 WIDTH

= 00

HEIGHT

= 00

PRESS TRIGGER TO SEE BOX CENTER POSITION
TO CHA:NGE COLOR ANDIOR MODE SETTINGS:

------------------------------------

SLIDE aJRSOR <FF oorTOM EDGE OF TABLET AND RETURN IMMEDIATELY; A
COLORMAP AND FLASHING "COLOR" CURSOR WILL APPEAR ON TV SCREEN.
o BOIES

This is the simplest and most basic of the "rubber
stamp" brushes.
Selecting this module allows you
to define an open or solid box-type brush and then draw with it
in a free-hand fashion similar to DRAW. At system start-up and
until you change the size of the box brush, a default box will
appear on the screen.
Note that the center of this flashing box
cursor corresponds to the crosshair of the tablet cursor.

OPTIONI
BUTTON

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION

DRAWl
'YELWl

If this random cursor is suitable, you may draw
with it by pressing the yellow button on the
tablet cursor and proceeding as you did in
the DRAW module. If. however, you wish to
redefine the dimensions or center position of the
cursor,
this may be done by selecting one or both of the remaining option~
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·CHANGE SIZE MODULE- - BOXES
CURSOR BUTION OPTIONS:
DEFINE SIZE
<YELLCAJ)
INPUT
NEW CENTER <WHITE)

PRINT
<GREEN) CURRENT X,Y SIZE

<BLUE>
INPUT X AND Y SIZE

CURRENT SETTINGS:
CENTER: 0,0

XSIZE: 00

YSIZE: 00

There are several ways in which you may select or define the
size of the box with which you draw.
Having pressed the white
button, you will note that a new set of instructions appear on
the terminal ~creen (as reproduced above), presenting the options
for choosing the box size and center position; indicate your
option selection by pressing a button on the tablet cursor.
-SUS-OPT ION/
BUTTON
-DEFINE SIZE!
YELLOW

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION

When you press this button, a flashing box
cursor will appear on the TV screen. This
flashing box cursor has a center position
fi.ed at the same coordinates as the last
center position occupied by the flashing box
cursor just prior to pressing the white
but ton. As you move the cursor around on the
tablet, you will notice that the size of the
box changes but the center location of the box
remains the same.
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-SUB-OPTION!
BUTTON

-------.......-

·CHANGE SIZE MODULE* - BOXES
ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION
-------~-------~------------

DEFINE SIZE allows you to visually select the
size of the box centered as described above:
-r'ALLERISHORTER: To inorease the height of the
box, move the tablet cursor toward the top of
the tablet; to decrease the height, move it
toward the botto.L
-WIDER! NARROWER: To increase the width of the
box, move the tablet cursor toward the right
edge of the tablet; to decrease the width,
move it toward the left edge.
NOTE: To accomplish width and height changes
Simultaneously, move the tablet cursor diagonally.
When the size box you wish to draw with
flashes on the TV screen, hold the tablet
cursor steady, press and hold the yellow
button. You have now defined the new size of
the box and are automatically returned to DRAW
WITH BOXES mode so that you may draw with your
new box.
-INPUT
NEll CENTER!
WHITE

As explained above, while you are in
.CHANGE SIZE MODULE*, you cannot change the
center pOSition of the cursor box by moving
the tablet cursor; to aid you in defining the
size you want, you may, however, reposition
the box center by inputting new center
coordinates at the terminal keyboard. This is
particularly useful if you have previously
determined the center coordinates of an object
and you wish to determine the size of the box
based on some relationship with the center
coordinates of that object. Statistics about
the current box cursor are available to you on
the terminal screen while you are in *CHANGE
SIZE MODULE*.
When you press the white button, you'll note
that new print appears on your terminal
screen, asking you for the horizontal (X) and
vertical (Y) coordinates to which you wish the
box relocated.
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-SUB-OPTION
BUTTON
-INPUT NFli
CENTER!
WHITE

-INPUT X &
Y SIZE!
BLUE

*CHANGE SIZE HODULE*-BOXES
ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION

Once you have typed in the new X and Y coordinates, the box cursor will be recentered at
that position. You may then proceed to define
the size box you want at that location.

This is the numerical method of re-def ining
box dimensions to the length and width you
specify. When you press the blue button,
new print will appear on the terminal screen,
requesting the new width (X) and height (Y)
dimensions.
Once you have typed in the new X and Y dimenSions, you'll be returned to DRAW WITH BOXES
mode so that you may draw with your new box.

-PRINT CURRENT
X, Y SIZE!
GREEN
.
To get statisitics on the dimensions of any
box, hold the tablet cursor steady when that
box flashes on the TV screen and press the
green button. The horizontal (X) and vertical
(Y) dimensions of that box will be printed out
on the terminal screen.
NOTE: When draving with a very large box, it
will be necessary to hold the buttons a
littler longer to insure that options are
performed as described ••• the co.puter needs a
little IIOre time with larger bnlshes.
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GRWP 1 - BASIC DRJIIDIi BRUSHES

I LINES I DRJW/FILL
lIlIES 1
1----1---- ----I
I CIRa.ES 1 AIIBRUSH
D.LIPSES I
I
I
I
DRAW WITH CIRCLES

----------------------------------------------------------------QJRSOR BU'rI'ON OPTIONS:

---.-----------DRAW

*CHANGE

<YELUlI>

(GREEN> BACK TO HENU
<BLUE>
TOGGLE BETWEEN OPEN OR SOLID CIRCLE

SIZE MODULE* <WHITE>

QJRRENT SETT INGS:
COLOR:

1 + MODE: 0

TO GET CENTER' COORDINATES:

=

COLORHODE: 1

PRESS JOYSTICK TRIGGER

TO CHANGE COLOR ANDIOR HODE SETTINGS:

------------------------------------

SUDE QJRSOR CFF OOTl'OH EDGE OF TABLET AND REnJRN IHHEDIATFl.Y; A
COLORHAP AND FLASHING "COLOR" QJRSOR WILL APPEAR ON TV SCREEN.

-------------------------------------------------------------------o CIRC1ES

Barring the essential differences between circles and boxes,
CIRCLES works just like BOXES. When you select the CIRCLES
module, at system start-up and until you change its Size, a
default circle cursor will appear on the TV screen. The center
of the circle cursor corresponds to the crosshair of the tablet
cursor.
OPTION!
BlT1'TON

DRAWl
YEI..I..Qi

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION
If you like this cursor, you may draw with it
free-hand in rubber-stamp fashion by pressing the
yellow button and moving the tablet cursor as you
would for DRAW. If you wish to change the diameter or type of the circle (open or solid),
select one of the remaining options.
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OPTION!
BUTTON

DRAW WITH CIRCLES
ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION

DRAWl

NOTE:

YEl.L~

When drawing with a very large circle, you'll have
to press the buttons a little longer in order to
have options be operative••• 1t simply takes longer
for the computer to draw the larger circle cursor.
-QWI;E SIZE

tDlJLE-'

WHITEBl11'TOII

-CHANGE SIZE MODULE- - CIRCLES
QJRSOR BUITON OPTIONS:
DEFINE SIZE
<YELUli>
INPUT
NEW CENTER <WHITE>

QJRRENT
<GREEN> STATISTICS

<BLUE>
INPUT NEW DIAMETER
QJRRENT SETTINGS:
CENTER:

0,0

DIAMETER: 00

TYPE:

°

----------------------------------------------------------------As with BOXES, you may change the size of the drawing cursor
(in this case, a circle) either visually or manually. When you
press the white button, instructions and options for the -CHANGE
SIZE MODULE- - CIRCLES will appear on the terminal screen, as
reproduced above.
-SUB-OPTION!
BUTTON
-DEFINE SIZE!
YELUli

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION

When you press the yellow button, the flashing
circle cursor which last appeared on the TV
screen will re-appear. As with BOXES, the
center of the cursor is fixed. As you move
the tablet cursor around on the tablet, you'll
notice that the size of the circle changes
but the center position remains the same.
The DEFINE SIZE option allows you to visually select a larger or smaller circle.
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-SU~OPTION

BUTTON

*CHANGE SIZE MOWLE* - CIRCLES
ACfrvm DESCRIPTION

--------------------- ------

-DEFINE SIZE!
YELLOW
-LARGER: To increase the diameter of the
circle, move the tablet cursor to the right
edge of the tablet.
-SMALLER: To decrease the diameter of the
circle, move the tablet cursor to the left
edge of the tablet.
NOTE:
Since this is a circular (not
elliptical) brush, moving the tablet cursor
toward the top or bottom of the tablet will
have no affect on the size of the circle. You
should note, however, that circles appear
elliptical as a result of the rectangular
shape of the pixels comprising your TV screen;
the pixels are taller than they are wide.
When the size circle you wish to draw with
appears on the screen, hold the tablet cursor steady and press the yellow button to
choose that circle. Once you've selected
a new circle, you will be returned to DRAW
WITH CIRCLES mode so that you may draw with
your new circle.
-INPUT NFlJ
CENTERI
WHITE

While you are in *CHANGE SIZE MODULE*, the
center of the circle cursor is fixed
and unchanged by the movement of the tablet cursor. To reposition the center of your
circle, input new center coordinates at the
terminal keyboard. When you press the white
button, you'll ~otice new print on your
terminal screen, asking you for the horizontal
(X) and vertical (Y) coordinates of the point
where you want to recenter the circle.
After you've typed in the new center location, the circle cursor will be relocated
and centered at that position and you may
proceed to define the size circle you wish to
draw with.
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-SU~OPTIONI

BUTTON
-INPUT NEW
DIAMETER!
BLUE

-aJRRENT
STATISTICSI
GREEN

OPTIONI
BUTTON

*CHANGE SIZE HODULE* - CIRCLES
ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION

This is the manual method for redefining
the size of your ci rcle. When you press
the blue button, you'll see new print on
the terminal screen, requesting the new
diamete~
When you have entered the new
diameter, you'll automatically be returned to
DRAW WITH CIRCLES mode so that you may draw
with your newly defined circle.

To get current statistics ••• size, center
coordinates, and type ••• for any circle,
hold the tablet cursor steady at that
circle location and press the green button.
Statistics for that circle will appear on
the terminal screen. If you move the tablet cursor and press the green button once
again, you'll get new statistics for the
current ci rcle.
DRAW WITIi CIRCLES!
ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION

TOOGLE BETWEEN
OPEN OR SOLID CIRCLE!
BLUE
If at any time you wish to change the type of
circle you're drawing with, use the blue button to
"toggle" (as you would a light switch) between an
open or solid circle. Each time you press the
blue button, you'll switch the type of circle with
which you draw.
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GROOP 1 - BASIC ORJll])l; BRUSHES

I LINES 1 DRlW/FnJ.
ImES
1----1----- ----II CIRa.ES I1_________
AIRBRUSH
nuPSES_
DRAW wrnf AN AIR BRUSH
alRSOR BtrrrON OPTIONS:
DRAW
CHANGE
(YELLOW)
POINT SIZE <WHITE)
(GREEN) BACK TO MENU
(BLUE)
DEFINE SPLASH RANGE
alRRENT SETT INGS:
COLORHODE: 0
SIZE: 0,0

= COLOR:

0 + MODE: 0
SPLASH RANGE: 0,0

TO CHANGE COLOR ANDIOR MODE SETTINGS:
SLIDE CURSOR OFF BOTTOM EDGE OF TABLET AND REnJRN IMMEDIATELY i A
COLOR HAP AND FLASHING "COLOR" alRSOR Wn.L APPEAR ON TV SCREEN.
o AIRBRUSH
AIRBRUSH allows you to spray paint with points of a size you
define within a splash range you also define. This brush 1s
especially useful in developing patterns, trails, and random
textures.
When you choose AIRBRUSH, the drawing currently displayed
will remain on the TV screen and a flashing arrowhead cursor will
appear. Simultaneously, the terminal screen will clear and the
above set of options will appear.
OPTION!
BlTI'TON

DRAWl
YELLOW

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION
Posi tion the arrowhead cursor at a point on the
screen where you wish to start airbrushing. When
you press the yellow button, a random number of
points will appear at random locations within the
splash range defined. Use the remaining options
to change the size of the points or splash range
or to change your drawing color.
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OPfIONI

BUTTON

AIRBRUSH!
ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION

CHANGE
POINT SIZE!
This option allows you to define the size of the
WHITE
paint point. When you press the white button, new
type will appear on the terminal screen. You'll
first be asked to type in the width size, choosing
from a range of 1-320 pixels. Next, you'll be
asked for the height, choosing from a range of 1200 pi xel s. If you define a point size of 320 by
200 and then draw with it, you'll notice your
entire screen fills up almost instantly. The
system default point size is 1,1.
DEFINE
SPLASH RANGEl
BLUE
The splash range is a defined area whose perimeter
confines the splash of points. To be effecti ve,
it should be larger than your point size. When
you press the blue button, new type will appear on
the terminal screen, asking you to define the
splash area by typing in a single value. Since
the splash range is a square, onl y one di mension
is needed. Any positive number is acceptable;
. however, if your splash range exceeds the limits
of the screen (320 x 200), you'll lose those
points whose random location falls outside screen
limits. If you define a splash range of 0, you'll
discover a new method for draw ing with a box (in
this case, the point you've already defined). The
system default splash range is -5,5.
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GROOP 1 - BASIC DRMlIJI; BRUSHES
LINES

DRAW/FILL

CIRa.F.S

AIRBRUSH

ELLIPSES

DRAW WITH ELU PSES

----------------------------------------------------------------aJRSOR BUTION OPTIONS:
DRAW
-CHANGE
<YELLOW>
SIZE MODULE- <WHITE>
<GREEN> BACK TO MENU
<BLUE>
CHANGE TYPE AND ROTATION
aJRRENT SETTINGS:
COLORHODE: 0

= COLOR:

0 + MODE: 0
TYPE: 0
ROTATION:

WIDTH: 00
0 DEGREES

HEIGHT: 00

TO GET CENTER COORDINATES, PRESS JOYSTICK TRIGGER
TO CHANGE COLOR AND/OR HOOE SETTINGS:
SLIDE CURSOR OFF BOTTOM EDGE CF TABLET AND RE'lURN IMMEDIATELY; A
COLORMAP AND FLASHING "COLOR" aJRSOR WILL APPEAR ON IV SCREEN.
o ELUPSES
With two exceptions, ELUPSES works in essentially the same
ways as CIRCLES. When you choose an ellipse to draw with in
rubber-stamp fashion, you'll notice the cursor moves more slowly
than a circle cursor. In this way, it's not Quite as effective
as a brush. On the other hand, this shortcoming is more than
compensated for by the increased control you have in defining the
size, shape, and rotation of the ellipse. Because an ellipse has
two dimensions (width and height), you may define not only its
Size, but also its orientation. It may be open or solid and you
may rotate it to any angle within 360 degrees.
When you choose ELLIPSES, a flashing ellipse cursor will
appear on the IV screen (along with a drawing or clear screen of
your choice), ready for you to select any of the options which
appear on your terminal screen.
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OPTION/
BUTTON

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION

DRAW/

YELI.OtJ

Posi tion the flashing ellipse cursor wherever you
wish to begin drawing and press the yellow button
to draw with that ellipse. You'll notice this
brush draws more slowly than the brushes you've
used so far.
To get a rubber-stamp drnw ing
effect, you must move the tablet cursor slowly
across the tablet. To reposition the cursor or
redefine the ell ipse, release the yellow button
and choose another option.

*CHANGE SIZE
MODULE*/
WHITE
See GENERAL REFERENCE SECTION/*CHANGE SIZE MODULE*
for detailed instructions on using this option.
You'll notice that by changing the width or height
of the ellipse, you change its horizontal or
vertical orientation.
Unlike the other drawing brushes, ellipses are
limited as to how small a brush may be defined.
The smallest acceptable size for an ellipse brush
. is 4,4.
NOTE: Just as it takes longer to draw with an
ell ipse, it also takes ali t tIe longer to change
its size ••• just move the cursor a l i t tle more
slowly and hold the buttons a little longer.
CHANGE TYPE
AND ROTATION/
BLUE
When you press the blue button, new type will
appear on the terminal screen, asking you to
identify the type of ellipse you want. Type in 0
if you want an open (outline) ellipse or type in 1
if you want a solid (filled in) ellipse.
Next, you'll be asked to type in the posi tion to
which you want the ellipse rotated. In this case,
you may choose any angle within a full range of
360 degrees.
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GROOP 2 - aLORMAP SELECTION & STORAGE

I awu:
I aLOIl

I
I

SAVE

<DJWAP

CHANGE COLORIS IN CURRENT DRAWING COLORHAP

-----------------------------------------------------------------CURSOR BtrITON OPTIONS:
CliOOSE NEW COLOR (0-255) OR
COLOR VARIABLE (0-3)
<YELLa.>
FUP BEMEN

COLORHAP & IMAGE <WHITE>

<GREEN> BACK TO MENU

<BLUE>
LIST CURRENT COLORHAP
CURRENT SETTINGS:
DRAWING COLOR VARIABLE: 0
TO ACCESS HUES, HOVE CURSOR LEFT TO RIGHT;
TO ACCESS GREY LEVELS, MOVE CURSOR TOP TO OOTTOH
o

QWIiE QLOR

The UV-1 Zgrass System provides you with a selection of 256
colors from which to choose the four colors contained within any
particular drawing palette colormap. As illustrated in the
following grid diagram of the system colormap, these 256
electronic paints are created by the interaction of 32 hues at 8
different grey levels. The 8 key colors labeled in the diagram
not only correspond to the 8 COLOR BARS used to tune your TV, but
are used on this grid to mnemonically signal the progression of
color development as the 32 hues interact with the 8 grey levels.
These 8 colors are black, white, 3 primaries (red, green, blue),
and 3 complementaries (cyan, magenta, yellow). A somewhat less
embellished system colormap grid is displayed on your TV in
conjunction with the CHANGE COLOR module and allows you to
visually select any of the 256 available colors for each of the
four color variables of your current drawing colormap.
As you become more familiar with the system, you'll probably
find yourself memorizing the numerical equivalents (color values)
of those colors you use most often. Although this information
and the ability to deSignate new colors is readily available to
you by selecting the CHANGE COLOR module, you'll soon discover
the convenience of changing colors by inputting numerical color
values via the ca.oR CONTRa.. module internal to each of the GROUP
1 modules. Any color's numerical equivalent is calculated by
mul tiplying the HUE number (0-31) by 8 and then adding the GREY
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CHANGE COlOR - Continued
LEVEL number (0-7). Whenever you select a color from the system
colormap, the computer automatically calculates this number for
you. The COLORMAP KEY beneath the SYSTEM COLORMAP grid on the
following page uses the 8 key colors in the colormap to
demonstrate the calculation of numerical color values.
SNAP ca.DRHIlES
Just beneath the system colormap displayed when you choose
CHANGE COLOR, you'll notice a series of color boxes numbered P01,
P02, P03, P12, P13, and P23. These six boxes represent a set of
six color snaps created as sub-sets of the four color variables
of your drawing palette and available to you for use in SNAP DRAW
and PATTERN FILL as explained below. This feature allows you to
create a new color by mixing any two colors of your drawing
palette.
Because the horizontal resolution of Zgrass exceeds color
NTSC resolution, vertical stripes of different colors laid next
to one another on the screen "smear" in such a way that the
stripes blend and create what appears to be a new solid color.
In reality, this solid color image is actually a stripe pattern
which may be snapped and stored in the system for use as a snap
in SNAP DRAW and PATTERN FILL. Because the system uses a colormix
snap as a snap (composed of two of the four colors displayable on
the screen) and not as a color, this feature enables you to
expand the number of colors v isible on the screen at any gi ven
time from four to ten ••• the four colors of your drawing palette
and the six colormixes created by snapping all possible
combinations of those four colors.
To facil i tate use of this feature, the Paint Program
includes snaps of the six possible colormix patterns created by
combining stripes of the four color variables (0-3) in all
possible combinations. These snaps are named as indicated below
each snap segment and stored on the Paint Program disk (Drive 0)
under those names as part of the Paint Program. These snaps work
just like other brushes you create with the MAKE SNAP module ••• by
using the assigned name and retrieving the snap from disk, you
may draw or fill with it in conjunction with the SNAP DRAW or
PATTERN FILL modules. While in the CHANGE COLOR module, you'll
notice as you change the color value of a color variable (0-3)
that any snap including that color variable in its composi tion
also changes value.
For your convenience, the Paint Program provides these twocolor combination snaps. Once you've played with these for
awhile, you'll probably want to expand on this concept and create
your own library of three or four-color combinations or textures
(i.e., checkerboard patterns, etc.).
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UY-l ZGRASS Slsmt aJ.DRMAP
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SlSTOt aJ.ORMAP KEY & aJ.OR YALUE CALaJLATION
NOTE: Key colors in system colormap correspond to those of the
system CCLOR BARS and indicate general color areas in this colormap.
LETIER

-----w
m
r
Y

g
c
b
B

COLOR
NAME

white
magenta
red
yellow
green
cyan
blue
black

COLOR
VALUE
7

~3

82
126
16~

213
2~9

0

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

(HUE*8)

+

5*8)
10*8)
15*8)
20*8)
26*8)
31*8)
0*8)

+
+
+
+
+
+
+

-----( 0*8) +
(
(

(
(
(
(
(

GREY
LEVEl.

DU"AULT

DIAImIi aJ.ORMAP
COLOR NAME:
COLOR VARIABLE I:
COLOR VALUE:

WHITE
Q

7

,

RED
1
91

GREEN
16~
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BLUE
3
8

7
3
2
6
4

5
1
0

CHANGE COLOR - Continued
When you select the CHANGE COLOR module, the terminal screen
will clear and the options available in the module will appear.
The TV screen will be temporarily cleared of your current drawing
and a grid diagram representing the system colormap of 256 colors
will appear, along with a flashing crosshair cursor. In addition,
your current four-color drawing colormap will be reproduced at the
bottom edge of the screen, along with corresponding color values
printed beneath each segment. If you have just started the
system, the default colormap (white, red,green, and blue), along
with corresponding color values (7, 91, 164, 8) will be used.
OPT ION/
BUTION

CHANGE COLOR!
ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION

lliOOSE NE.VI
COLOR (0-255) OR
COLOR VARIABLE (0-3)/
To designate the drawing color variable you wish
YELL~
to change, position the crosshair cursor within
that segment of the drawing palette colormap at
the bottom of the TV screen, and press the yellow
button. Now, move the cursor up to the system
colormap grid, position the crosshair in the
center of the gridbox containing the color you
wish to use, and press the yellow button aga in.
When you've pressed the but ton, you'll notice that
the color variable segment of the drawing palette
colormap you chose has changed to the color you
just chose. You'll also notice that the color
value for the new color has been calculated by the
computer and replaces the previous color value for
that segment printed underneath the segment.
Although the 256 colors do not actually appear in
the grid, 8 key color areas are identified by
their name's first letter (as decoded in the KEY
provided along with the SYSTEM COLORMAP diagram on
the previous page). Move the cursor to the color
area you're interested in. Then, holding down the
yellow button, move the cursor from top to bottom
to increase the grey level or from left to right
for different hues. Hue is controlled along the
horizontal axis and saturation or brightness is
controlled along the vertical axis via an 8-step
grey scale (black on the bottom and white on top).
When you're satisfied with the color appearing in
the color variable you want to change, select a
new color variable to be changed and repea t the
process of choosing a new color.
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OPTION!
BlTI'TON

CHANGE COLOR!
ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION

----------,

FLIP BETWEEN
COLORHAP & IMAGE!
WHITE
As you select new colors for a palette, it's
important to be able to see what your image looks
like as a new color is substituted. To flip
between the screens containing your image and the
system colormap, use the white button as a toggle
to flip back and forth. NOTE: Even when you've
toggled over to the screen displaying your image,
the COLOR CONTROL module is still in effect ••• so
that, if you continue to press the yellow but ton
as you move the tablet cursor within the space of
the system colormap, you'll be able to see what
your image looks like as you continue to change
colors.
LIST aJRRENT
COLORHAPI
BLUE
At first glance, this option doesn't seem to be
too terribly useful; however, once you've used the
system for awhile, you'll discover that your
proficiency at using the system is highly related
to your understanding of how colors are created by
the sy~tem. The information available when you
choose this option breaks down the color creation
process and illustrates the relationship between
the variables (hue and greyvalue) involved in
creating a specific color and aSSigning a
numerical color value to that color.
For instance, when you first start up the Paint
Program, if you choose the CHANGE COLOR module,
the SYSTEM COLORMAP will appear on the TV screen
along with the system default drawing colormap.
If you choose this option by pressing the white
button, the terminal screen will clear and the
following chart of information about the four
colors contained in the default colormap will
appear:
COLOR ,

------

o ($LO)

1 ($L1)
2 ($L2)
3 ($L3)

CURRENT COLORHAP VALUE
= (HUE-8) + GREYLEVEL
---- -------

---

= ( 0-8)
= ( 11-8)
= ( 20-8)
= ( 1-8)

7

91
164
8

+
+
+
+

-'

7
3
4

0

To graphically decipher this information, use the
SYSTEM COLORMAP diagram illustration provided in
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OPT ION/

BUTTON

CHANGE COLOR/
ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION

--------------------

this section. The hue number in the above chart
represents the column position of a color; the
grey level number represents the row position. You
can locate the system defaul t colors in the
colormap grid using these coordinates. To verify
thi s, po si tion the cros sha i r cursor ina
corresponding grid location on the TV screen and
press the yellow button to see that color and its
color value appear in the drawing colormap at the
bottom of the screen. For example, try getting
Color 1 to appear as color variable 0 on the TV
screen by positioning the crosShair cursor in the
gridbox that is in colul1'\n 11, row 3. Color
variable 0 of the drawing colormap should be red,
value 91 (the same as Sector 1). In addition,
since color variable 0 is always your background
color, the background color of the screen will
also be red.
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GIdIP 2 .. CXI.ORMAP SlLlCTICli • S1'ORD

I awu:

ICXlDB

I

SAVE

I

ICXI£!NPI

USE THIS MODULE TO EITHER CREATE A MACRO TO SAVE THE CURRENT
DRAWING COLORMAP PALETTE, OR TO RETRIEVE A COLORMAP MACRO
CREATED PREVIOUSLY.

------------------------------------------------------------------INPUT

0

TO HAVE THE COMPUTER CREATE A MACRO FOR THE CURRENT
DRAWING COLORMAP AND SAVE IT IN USER MEMORY OR ON DISK

INPUT

1 TO RETRIEVE A COLORMAP MACRO PREVIOUSLY CREATED AND
STORED IN USER MEMORY OR ON DISK

----------------------------------------------------------------PRESS RETURN TO GO BACK TO MENU
----------------------------------------------------------------o SAVE COLORMAP
When you nave completed and stored a drawing, the drawing
color palette must also be saved, since it's not automatically
included in the storage file containing your drawing. SAVE
COLORMAP instructs the computer to create a macro (a series of
Zgrass commands and statements) which defines the current drawing
colormap. After the macro has been created, the colormap can be
saved for later retrieval.
OPTION

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION

INPUT 0

TO HAVE THE OOMMER CREATE A MACRO FOR THE
CURRENT DRAWING COLORHAP AND SAVE IT IN USER
HEt«>RY OR ON DISK:
When you type in 0, you'll be asked to name
new colormap macro. It is recommended that
create a name which is easily associated with
drawing to which it belongs. For instance, i f
have a drawing named "Winter", a good name for
colormap macro would be "ColorWinter".

the
you
the
you
the

Once you've named the colormap macro, you'll be
asked i f you want to store it on disk. Respond by
typing J to save your drawing colormap on disk
for future use. If you reply negatively, this
macro will be stored only in user memory and not
on disk•••which means, your colormap macro will be
lost (forever) when you turn th~ computer off.
This module adds the new file name to the listing
of macros provided when you choose FILE STATU~
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OPTION
INPUT 1

SAVE COLDRMAP/
ACTIVITY DESCRI PTION
TO RETRIEVE A COLORMAP MACRO PREVIOUSLY CREATED
AND STORED IN USER MEMORY OR ON DISK:

When you type in 1, you'll be asked to provide the
name of the colormap macro you wish to retrieve
and whether or not it is on disk. When tpe
colormap has been retrieved, you'll notice the
paint box menu or the drawing you currently have
on the TV screen displayed using the colors of the
colormap retrieved.
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In addition to the basic brushes offered in Group 1, the
Paint Program provides you with a powerfUl tool which enables you
to develop canplex and unique· brushes called snaps.
Basically, there are two methods by which snaps (short for
snapshots) can be made. You can use HAKE SNAP, which allows you
to select the section of a drawing you want to excerpt and
reserve as a snap; or, alternatively, you can use SHRINK, which
allows you to reduce a large picture (as much as an entire
screen) to snapshot size.
Once you have a snap. other tools in Group 3 allow you to
scale it up or down, rotate it, draw or fill wi th it in rubberstamp fashion, or create a series of snaps to be displayed one
after another to produc.e animation.
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GROOP 3 - MAKIIIi & USlIIi SNAPS
MAKE

SNAP

SCALE

SHRINK
EXPAII)

SNAP

All)

DRAW

DETAIL

SNAP

DRAM

PATTERN
fIlL

ANIMATE

WORDS

PREREQUISITE: It is recommended that you have the Unage you
wish to work with on the screen before selecting this module.
MAKE SNAPSHOT EXCERPT FROM SCREEN (LARGEST SNAP CAN BE 125 X125)
QJRSOR BUTTON OPTIONS:
MAKE SNAP
*CHANGE
<YELLOW>
SIZE MODULE* <WHITE>
<GREEN> BACK TO MENU
<BLUE>
PRINT SNAP LOCATION
QJRRENT SETTINGS:
DISPLAYMODE: 0
SNAP WIDTH:OOO
SNAP HEIGHT:OOO
LARGEST MEMORY FRAGMENT: 0000 MEMORY NEEDED FOR A OOOXOOO SNAP: XXXX
USE JOYSTICK KNOB FOR SMALL CHANGES TO SNAP SIZE;
PRESS TRIGGER FOR CURRENT SNAP SIZE
This module allows you to define an area of the screen as a
snap and then associate a name with that snap for later use. When
you choose MAKE SNAP, the drawing you have selected will appear
on the screen along with a flashing box cursor of random size.
This cursor is used as a "framing window".
OPT ION/
BUTTON
MAKE
SNAP/
YELLOW

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION

If the cursor's di mensions are sui table for the
area you wish to snap, poSition the cursor so that
it frames the snap as you want it saved, steady
the cursor, and then press the yellow button. New
type will appear on your terminal screen asking
what you'd like to name your snap. Type in the
name and press the return key. In the event there
is not enough memory to make your snap, you'll get
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OPT ION/
BUTTON

MAKE SNAPSHOT EXCERPT FROM SCREEN
ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION

---------------------

MAKE

SNAP/
a message to this effect instead of a request for
the name of your snap. See the *CHANGE SIZE
MODULE* and the sections on SYSTEM LIMITATIONS ON
SNAP SIZE AND USER MEMORY STORAGE and CLEANING UP
USER MEMORY TO STORE MORE OR LARGER SNAPS in the
GENERAL REFERENCE SECTION for information on the
size limitations enforced by the system.

YELUll

After you've defined and named your snap, you may
draw with it by returning to the menu and
selecting the SNAP DRAW module. This snap will
automatically be saved for you during the session
in which it is created for use during that
session; however, if you wish to save it for use
during future sessions, you must store it on disk
by selecting the DISK UTILITIES module of your
paint box menu.
*aw«iE SIZE
t«DJLEtI/
WHITE BlTl"'l'OtI

*CHANGE SIZE MODULE*

~

SNAPS

--------------------------------------------------------------CURSOR BUTTON OPTIONS:
--------------------DEFINE SIZE
<YELl.CW)

INPUT
NEll CENTER <WHITE>

PRINT
<GREEN) CURRENT X,Y SIZE

<BLUE>
INPUT X AND Y SIZE
CURRENT SETTINGS:

---------------CENTER:

0,0
WIDTH: 00
HEIGHT:
LARGEST MEMORY FRAGMENT: 0000

00

Since the snap cursor is a box, you have exactly the same
options for selecting a new size as you do for the BOX module.
Accordingly, please see GENERAL REFERENCE SECTION! *CHANGE SIZE
MODULE*.
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OPT ION/
BUTTON
SNAP
LOCATION/
BLUE

MAKE SNAPSHOT EXCERPT FROM SCREEN
ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION

Since the box cursor al so functions as a t I
window for making snaps, i t's important to L , I ng
to determine the center coordinates of a pol. .I,te
snap section before you snap it. By press j. '. l::ll
blue button, you'll get the center coordiniJ\, I he
the box cursor a t , ts current location pr i
of
snapping a sectic,
This data will be print, \ to
on the terminal screen.
'lIt
I

FINE
TUNING/
JOYSTICK 111

To make fine adjustments to the size of t I
cursor prior to making a snap, use the Joysl I
control knob.
To get a listing on the terminal screen, ,
current box cursor dimensions prior to mdl
I he
snap, press the trigger of Joystick 111.
." a
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GROOP 3 - MAKDIi & USIJI; SNAPS
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It is reccmnended that JOU have the 1JIuIp JOU
before sele cti. this .xIul e.

wish to work with on the scree n

SHRINK AN AREA OF SCREEN INTO A SNAP
-----------------------------------------~-------------

1. DEFINE AREA OF SCREEN TO BE SHRUNK.
2. CHOOSE SNAP SIZE AND INPUT NAME OF SNAP.

--------

OJRSOR BtrI'TON OPTIONS:
*1.CHANGE SHRINK SIZE MODULE*
*2.CHANGE SNAP
SIZE MODULE* <WHITE)

<YELI...(J,I)

<GREEN) BACK TO MENU

<BLUE)
DISPLAY FINAL SNAP
OJRRENT SETTINGS:
SHRINK AREA: SIZE: 00,00
CENTER: 00,00
SNAP: NAME: XXXXX
SIZE: 00,00
DISPLAY MODE: 00
LARGEST HEK>RY FRACJ4ENT: 0000 HEK>RY NEEDED FOR A OOOXO
OO SNAP: XXXX

----------------------------------------~--------------

-----------

o SHRINK

As an alter nativ e to takin g a snap of a secti on of a
drawing with MAKE SNAP, SHRINK allow s you to selec
an area of
the scree n (or the entir e scree n, if you wish) tand
shrin k
(redu ce) it to a snaps hot size you defin e. Once defin ed,
the
shrin k area is consi dered a snap and new type appea rs on the
terminal screen asking you to name the snap. Since the large st
secti on of scree n useab le by MAKE SNAP is 1/4 of the
n,
SHRINK is extremely helpf ul in allowing you to scale downscree
large
areas of the screen for making snaps.
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-awu: SHRIJIC
SIZE tDlULE-'
nlllII BlTITON

*CHANGE SHRINK SIZE MODULE. - SHRINK

--------------------------------------------------------------aJRSOR BUTTON OPTIONS:
\

DEFINE SIZE
<YELLCW)
INPUT
NEW CENTER <WHITE)

PRINT
<GREEN) CURRENT X,Y SIZE

<BLUE)
INPUT X AND Y SIZE
aJRRENT SETIINGS:
CENTER:

0,0

XSIZE:

00

YSIZE:

00

--------------------------------------------------------------.
*CHANGE SHRINK
SIZE MODULE./
YELLCM
This option is the means by which you define the
area of the screen you wish to shrink ••• you are
allowed to define as much as a full screen.
Again, the framing window cursor is a box, which
means you have exactly the same options for
changing or re-defining the area framed by the box
cursor as you have in the BOX module. Briefly, to
review those procedures as they would apply here:
-Posi tion the flashing box cursor that appears
when you select SHRINK over the center of the area
of the screen you wish to shrink; then, press the
yellow button so that you can change the size of
the framing window cursor until it frames the
entire area you wish to shrink.
-If you've missed the center of that area, observe
the center coordinates in the CURRENT SETTINGS
section on the terminal screen, press the whi te
button, and input small corrections. NOTE: If
you plan to shrink an entire screen, input the
coordinates for the center of the screen: 0,0.
-When you are satisfied with both the position and
the size of the framing window, press the yellow
button to choose that size and location.
The
area you've defined to be shrunk will be
highlighted on the screen in reverse colors.
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'CHANGE SNAP SIZE MODULE' - SHRINK

--------------------------------------------------------------CURSOR BUTTON OPTIONS:
DEFINE SIZE
<YELLCW>
INPUT
NEW CENTER <WHITE>

PRINT
<GREEN> CURRENT X,Y SIZE

<BLUE>
INPUT WIDTH & HEIGHT
CURRENT SETTINGS:

------,_.-----

CENTER: 0,0
WIDTH: 00
HEIGHT: 00
LARGEST HEP«>RY FRAGMENT: 0000

--------------------------------------------------------------'CHANGE SNAP
SIZE MODULE'/
WHITE
This option allows you to define the size you wish
the final snap to be. Once again, the framing
window.cursor is a box, so the options for
selecting a new size are exactly the same as for
BOXES under *CHANGE SIZE MODULE*. Briefly, follow
these procedures:
-Position the flashing box cursor over the center
.of the highlighted area of the screen to be
shrunk; then, press the white button so that you
may change the size of the framing window cursor.
-Although it is not important to the making of the
snap, you may reposition the center of the snap by
pressing the white button and inputting new center
coordinates.
-When it looks like you've gotten the right size
and shape, verify the size of the potential snap
by pressing the green button; the CURRENT SETTINGS
section on the terminal screen will be updated to
reflect the dimensions of the current snap; do
some quick calculation (divide the product of the
snap's dimensions by 4) to determine whether or
not you're within the range of the LARGEST MEMORY
FRAGMENT (also printed on the terminal screen).
-If the snap fits and you're satisfied with it,
press the yellow button to choose it; new print
will appear on the terminal, asking you to name
this new snap. If the snap doesn't fi t, refer to
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the section on SIZE LIMITS under MAKE SNAP.
OPTION/
BUTTON
DRAW WITH
SNAP/
BLUE

SHRINK AN AREA OF SCREEN INTO A SNAP
ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION

When you press this button, the TV screen will
clear and the snap you've created will be
displayed on a clear screen. New type will appear
on the terminal, advising you that this is your
new snap and to press the blue button to continue.
When you do so, you'll be returned to your drawing
so that you may continue to shrink additional
areas of the screen into snaps or go back to the
menu and use SNAP DRAW to draw with the new snap.
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DRAW WITH A SNAP

----------------------------------------------------------------aJRSOR BUnON OPTIONS:
DRAW

<YELWI>
OIOOSE
NEW SNAP <WHITE>

<GREEN> BACK TO MENU

<BLUE>
INPUT NEW ROTATION (0,90,180,270)
CURRENT SETTINGS:
SNAP NAME: XXXXX
SIZE: 00, 00
ROfATION: 0
DISPLAYHOOE: 00
PRESS JOYSTICK TRIGGER FOR aJRRENT SNAP POSITION COORDINATES
TO INPUT NEW DISPLAYKDE:
SliDE ClJRSOR OFF BOTTOM maE OF TABLET AND RETURN; NEW PRINT WILL
APPEAR ON THE TERMINAL SCREEN, ASKIt«i FOR Nal DISPLAYHODE.

--------------------------------------------~--------------------

o SNAP DRAW
Selecting this module allows you to identify any snap,
either in your current work space (user memory) or stored on
disk, and then draw with that sna~
- When you choose SNAP DRAW, the terminal screen will clear
and print will appear, asking for the name of the snap you wish
to draw with. After you input the name, you'll be asked whether
you want to get i t from disk (Y) or not (N).
When you've
responded, the terminal screen will clear once again and the
above-reproduced set of options will appear for you r choice.
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OPTIONI

BUTTON
DRAWl
YELLOil

DRAW WITII A SNAP
ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION

After you've identified a snap, it will appear on
the TV screen as a flashing snap cursor and you
may draw with it in rubber-stamp fashion or
register a single image on the screen for
modification with other Paint Program modules.

mOOSE

NEW SNAPI
WHITE

If you wish to use more than one snap in your
drawing, you may put away the current snap and
choose a new snap to draw with by pressing the
white button. The terminal screen will clear and
you'll be asked the name of the new snap and
whether or not it's on disk. After you've typed
in your responses, the new snap will appear on the
TV screen as a cursor, ready to draw.

INPUT NEW
ROTATION
(0,90,180,270)1

BLUE

If you wish to continue drawing with the current
snap, but would like to rotate it 90, 180, or ?10
degrees, interrupt your drawing process to press
the blue button. The current snap will disappear
from the TV screen and new type will appear on the
terminal screen, asking for the new rotation (03). After inputting the new rotation, your snap
will reappear on the TV screen, rotated according
to. your speCifications, ready to draw with. See
ROTATION section of GENERAL REFERENCE SECTION for
details on rotated snaps.

QJRRENT SNAP
LOCATIONI
JOYSTICK '1 To get a listing of any snap cursor's current
position before it's drawn, hold the cursor steady
and press the trigger on the joystick. The snap's
center coordinates will be printed out on the
terminal screen.
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PRERBJUISITE: It is reccmnended that JOU have the imIIIe
wish to work with on the screen before selecting this .odule.
FILL A BOONDED AREA WITH A SNAP PATTERN
QJRSOR BUTTON OPTIONS:
FILL WITH SNAP PATTERN
<YELUll>
OiOOSE
Nf.)l SNAP <WHITE>

<GREEN> BACK TO MENU
<BLUE>
INPUT NEli OFFSETS

. QJRRENT SETTINGS:
SNAP NAME: XXXXX
HORIZONTAL OFFSET: 00
NOTE:

SIZE: 00,00
VERTICAL OFFSET: 00

IF .YOOR FILL LEAKS, STOP IT BY

PRESSI~

CTRL+E

---------------------------------------------------------------~

o PATTERI FDL
PATTERN FILL allows you to fill a designated bounded area
wi th a pattern created by the computer repeating the snap you
specify in a tiling fashion within the bounded area. Initially,
PATTERN FILL creates a pattern based on the lower left corner of
the snap being positioned at the lower lefthand corner of the TV
screen (-159,-100) and being repeated as many times as the screen
limits permit to the left, right, top, and bottom. You can
create variations of this pattern development by changing the
horizontal and vertical offsets (the poSition of the lower left
corner of the first snap drawn in the patterning process).
When you choose the PATTERN FILL module, the terminal screen
will clear and you'll be asked for the name of the snap to be
used in creating the fill pattern. You'll also be asked whether
you want to get that snap from disk (Y) or not (N). After your
reply, the screen will cle$r again and the above set of options
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PATTERN FILL - Continued
printed out on the terminal screen to guide you in using the
PATTERN FILL module. Simultaneously, a flashing crosshair cursor
will appear on the TV screen, ready for your fill selection.
OPT ION/
BUTTON

FaL A BOUNDED AREA WITH A SNAP PATTERN
ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION

---------------------------------------

FILL WITH
SNAP PATTERN!
YELLOW
If the horizontal and vertical offset settings are
suitable (as printed on the terminal screen), you
may fill any bounded area with a pattern created
with the snap you specified by positioning the
tablet cursor so that the crosshair cursor is
within the bounded area you wish to fill an~then
pressing the yellow but ton.
You ca n change the
orientation of the pattern by changing the
horizontal and vertical offsets as explained below
for that option.
OfOOSE
NEW SNAP/
WHITE

INPUT NEW
OFFSETS/
BLUE

If you wish to use more than one snap pattern to
f111 in your drawing, you may select addi tiona1
snaps for patterning by pressing the white button.
When you press this button, the terminal screen
will clear and new type will appear, asking you to
input the snap name and whether or not it is on
disk. Once you've done this, the screen will
clear and the full set of options available for
the PATTERN FILL module will re-appear on the
terminal screen so that you may proceed to f111
with a pattern created with the new snap.
This option allows you to change the horizontal
or vertical placement of the pattern you fill with
in order to achieve fill variations with the same
pattern. These variations are effected by
offsetting the relative starting position of the
patterning process. 0,0 is the default setting.
The pattern builds up from this starting point by
repeating the snap as many times as the screen
limits permit to the left, right, top, and bottom.
If you'd like to shift the orientation of the
pattern 10 pixels up and 15 pixels to the right of
its current position, you'd input a horizontal
offset of 15 and a vertical offset of 10.
Alternatively, you could shift the pattern down 5
pixels and to the left 20 pixels by inputting a
horizontal offset of -20 and a vertical offset of
-5. Experimentation is best!
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PRER~ISITE: To use this module, JOU aust have a snap in the
system
or on disk. To eKit this .adule now, just press return.
,

SCALE. ROTATE, AND DRAW WITH A SNAP
aJRSOR BUnON OPTIONS:
DRAW WITH SCALED SNAP
<YELUW)

OfOOSE
NEW SNAP <WHITE>

<GREEN) BACK TO MENU

<BLUE)
INPUT SCALE FACTORS & ROTATION
aJRRENT SETTINGS:
SNAP NAME: XXXXX
ROTATION:

SIZE: 00,00
SCALE: 00,00
0
DISPLAYHODE: 0

TO INPUT NEW DISPLAYHODE:
SLIDE aJRSOR OFF OOTTOM EDGE OF TABLET AND RE11JRN; NEW PRINT WILL
APPEAR ON TERMINAL RElJUESTING THE NEW DISPLAYHODE.
NOTE: AN ASTERISK "." WILL APPEAR ON THE TERMINAL SCREEN TO
INDICATE THAT THE SCALED SNAP HAS BEEN DRAWN ON THE TV SCREEN.
o SCALE SNAP DRAW

This module allows you to select a snap from your portfolio
(that is, from user memory or from a disk), scale it up or down,
rotate it 90, 180, or 270 degrees, and then draw with it. While
using this module, you may select more than one snap to interact
and draw with.
When you select the SCALE SNAP DRAW module, print will
appear on the terminal screen asking for the name of the snap you
wish to work with and whether you want to get it from disk (Y) or
not (N). If you respond that your snap is on disk, it will be
retrieved from the disk and displayed on the TV screen.
Simultaneously, the terminal screen will clear and the above
outline of options will appear.
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OPTION/
BUTTON

SCALE. ROTATE, AND DRAW WITH A SNAP
ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION

DRAW WITH
SCAl.ED SNAP/
YELLOtI
After you've input new scale and/or rotation
factors, this option allows you to draw wi th the
scaled and/or rotated snap.
NOTE: When drawing with large or rotated snaps,
you must hold the button down a little longer in
order to complete the drawing process. Continue
to press the yellow button until an asterisk *
appears on the terminal screen, indicating that
the drawing process is complete.
Q100SF.

NEW SNAP/
WHITE

If you wish to use more than one snap while in
this module, you may select additional snaps for
scaling and/or rotating to draw with by pressing
the white button. When you press the button, the
terminal screen will clear and new type will
appear, asking you to input the snap name and
whether or not it is on disk. When you have done
so, the screen will clear and you'll be returned
to the above set of options so that you may
proceed to scale, rotate, and/or draw with the
currently selected snap.

INPUT SCALE
FACTORS &
ROTATION/
BLUE
See the GENERAL REFERENCE SECTION/SCALING &
ROTATION for details on determing these factors.
When you press the bl ue but ton, the snap cursor
currently displayed on the TV screen will
disappear and new type will appear on the terminal
screen, asking you to input new scale and rotation
factors at the terminal keyboard.
After you've
input the new scale and rotation factors, the snap
cursor will reappear on the TV screen, scaled and
rotated per your specifications, ready to draw
with.
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PRERDJISITE: TO USE THIS t«DJLE, 100 IIJST HAVE A SNAP D mE
SYSTEM OR ON DISK. TO LEAVE THIS tIDJLE, JUST PRESS IElURM.
EXPAND A SNAP FOR HOOIFICATION OR DETAIL WORK

--------------------------------------------------------------INPUT
INPUT

0
1

PRESS RElURN

TO EXPAND (SCALE UP) A SNAP FOR DETAIL WORK
TO SHRINK HOOIFIED IMAGE INTO A NE.W SNAP
TO GO BACK TO THE HENU

-----------------------------------------o EXPAND AND DETAIL
EXPAND AND DETAIL is the module you use to enlarge a snap
to make touch-up or detail work easier and then return it to its
original size (or, if you'd like, a new size), with a new name
assigned to the modified snap.
The most critical factor in using this module effectively is
assignment of proper scale factors to achieve the effect you
want. You must always bear in mind what the modified snap will
look like when you return it to its original size. In general,
if you're using this module to do detail work, you'll want to
scale the height and width uniformly (i.e., 2,2) and avoid
distortions created by varying scale factor~ or course, you can
also create interesting modifications of a snap Simply by varying
the scale factors. For detailed information on the effects of
scaling, see GENERAL REFERENCE SECfIONlSCALING.
SPECIAL IOTE ON SCALING: In scaling up snaps for detail
work and then shrinking them back down to t~eir original size, it
is important to note that distortions created as a result of
losing or gaining a pixel due to round-off error may occur if you
use scaling factors other than powers of 2 (2,4,8,16,32••• ).
OPTION

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION

INPUT 0

TO EXPAND A SNAP FOR MODIFICATION OR DETAIL WORK:
When you respond by typing in 0, new type will
appear on the terminal screen and you'll be asked
a series of questions about what you want to
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OPTION

EXPAND AND DETAIL/EXPAND A SNAP - Continued
ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION

------------------------------------------do ••• the name of the snap you want to work on,
whether you want to get it from disk or not, and
what width and height scale factors you want.
You'll be given the option of clearing the screen
or not. If you wish to compare an image to the
snap you're modifying, you'll need to have that
image displayed on the screen prior to selecting
this module and then elect not to clear the
screen. The compa rison image should have been
positioned at the edge of the screen so that it is
not covered over by the snap you're scaling, which
is always displayed at the center of the screen.
You'll also be asked whether or not you want a
border to define the edges of your snap. If you
respond by typing Y, your snap will be drawn on
the TV screen with a visible border defining the
edges of your snap.
Only those changes made
within the edges of your snap will be included in
your new snap. This is also true of modifications
you make to a snap drawn without a border, except
you won't be able to see the edges.
Finally, after the scaled snap is displayed on the
TV screen, you'll be asked to verify that it's ok.
If you decide the scale factors are not quite what
you want, type in N to go through the scaling
procedure again. If you're satisfied with the
scaled snap registered on the TV screen, type in Y
to retain that snap. Press the return key aga in
to get back to the Paint Program menu so that you
may proceed to make changes to the scaled snap
you've created with other modules.

INPUT 1

TO SHRINK MODIFIED SNAP INTO A NEW SNAP:
When you've completed the detail work on a scaledup snap, return to the EXPAND AND DETAIL module to
shrink that modified snap into a new snap. Type
in 1 and you'll then be asked for new
specifications on this snap ••• the new name,
original or new snap Size, and scale factors.
NOTE: If you use the same name as your original
snap, it will be destroyed and replaced by the new
modified version given that name.
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PRERBJUISITE: YOU SHOULD HAVE SEYEIW. SNAPS IN nlE SYSTEM OR ON
OISK TO USE THIS MODULE; USE -DISK UTILITIES- TO GET SNAPS AND
MACROS (Ff DISK. PRESS REnJRN TO GO BACIC TO MENU.
ANIMATION WITH SNAPS
aJRSOR BUTI'ON OPTIONS:
CHANGE
SNAP SEX)UENCE <WHITE>

ANIMATE
<YELLOW>

<GREEN> BACK TO MENU
<BLUE>
CHANGE SPEED & MOVEMENT
aJRRENT SETTINGS:

------------

SEQUENCE NAME: XXXXXXXXXX
DELAY TIME: 00
DISPLAYMODE: 00
HORIZONTAL MOVEMENT: 00
VERTICAL MOVEMENT: 00
TO CLEAR THE SCREEN, PRESS JOYSTICK TRIGGER
TO INPUt NEW DISPLAYMODE:
SLIDE CURSOR OFF BOTI'OM EDGE OF TABLET AND RETURN; NEW PRINT WILL
APPEAR ON TERMINAL REX)UESTING THE N&I DISPLAYMODE.

------------------------------------------------------------------o ANIMATE
ANIMATE provides you with the most simple form of animation
by displaying snaps one after another, comparable to "flip book"
animation, with the added capability of varying the speed and
sequence in which the snaps are displayed. Although user memory
limits the number of different snaps that may be used in a
particular sequence, there is no 11mi t to the number of times any
snap may be repeated in that sequence.
When you choose ANIMATE from the menu, some preliminary
questions about the animation sequence you wish to create or run
will appear on the terminal screen. You may either create a new
animation sequence or run a sequence you've already created,
named, and stored either in user memory or on disk. By the way,
the structure by which an animation s.quence is stored is a
"macro" which is automatically written for you when you create
and name the animation sequence.
If you choose to run a
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ANIMATE - Continued
sequence you've already created, the above set of options will
appear on the terminal screen. If you wish to create a new
animation sequence, you'll be asked to identify the name of each
snap and the sequence in which you want it displayed. Naturally,
these snaps must be in the system (in user memory). When you
have typed in the last snap of a sequence, press the return key
twice. A flashing crosshair cursor will appear on the TV screen
~nd the ANIMATE options will appear on the terminal screen, ready
for your selection.
OPT ION/
BUTTON
ANIMATE!
YELLOW

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION

Posi tion the crosshair cursor wherever you'd like
your animation sequence to begin. When you press
the yellow button, the snaps you've
named in the animation sequence you've chosen will
be displayed one-after-another in flip-book
fashion in the sequence you defined. Your
animation will be re-cycled through that sequence
until you turn this option off by pressing the
trigger on Joystick 11 and holding it down through
a complete cycle.

CHANGE SNAP
SEQUENCE/
WHITE
To select another animation sequence or create a
new one in the same way as you did when you chose
ANIMATE, press the white button.
CHANGE SPEED

& MOVEMENT/
BLUE

This option allows you to specify the delay time
between snap displays. The shortest delay time is
set at
(also the system default). The larger
the number you input for speed, the longer the
delay between displays. For instance, at a speed
of 30, there will be a 1/2-second delay between
display of snaps in an animation sequence; at 60,
a full second will elapse between displays. An
important factor to take into account when
determining speed is the size of your snap•.• the
smaller the snap, the less time it takes to
display on the screen.

°

MOVEMENT of an animation sequence on the screen is
controllable both horizontally and vertically.
For each cycle of a sequence, the display can be
moved a defined number of pixels up, down, right,
or left. For instance, if you'd 1 ike your
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OPT ION/
BUTTON

ANIMATE/CHANGE SPEED & MOVEMENT-COntinued
ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION

----------------------------------------sequence to crawl diagonally up the screen from
the lower lefthand corner, you'd position the
crosshair cursor in the lower left hand corner,
input 10 for horizontal movement and 10 for
vertical movement to move 10 pixels diagonally on
the screen per cycle of a sequence. If you
reposition the cursor, the crawling movement will
re-start from that position.
HORIZONTAL MOVEMENT: To move left, use negative
nl.lllbers; to move right, use posi t1 ve nl.lllbers.
VERTICAL MOVEMENT: To move down, use negative
nl.lllbers; to move right, use positive nl.lllbers.
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PUT TEXT ON THE SCREEN
QJRSOR BUTTON OPTIONS:
PLACE TEXT ON SCREEN
<YELLGJ)
<GREEN) BACK TO MENU
CHANGE TEXT <WHITE>
<BLUE)
CHANGE FONT SIZE,
COLOR, SPACING, ROTATION
QJRRENT TEXT:

XOXOXO OXOXOXO OXOXOXOXOXO OXOXOXOXOXOXO OXOX
CURRENT SETTINGS:

FONT SIZE: 00 SPACING BETWEEN CHARACTERS: 00
SPACING BETWEEN LINES: 00 ROTATION: 00
FOREGROUND COLOR: 00 BACKGROUND COLOR: 00 DISPLAYMODE: 00
TO INPUT NE.Vl DISPLAYMODE SETTIt'lJ:
SLIDE QJRSOR OFF BOTTOM EDGE OF TABLET AND RETURN; NEW TYPE WILL
APPEAR ON TERMINAL, ASKING FOR NEW DISPLAYMODE.
o WORDS
The WORDS module is the method by which you label your
drawings, charts, graphs, screen dumps, etc. In addition, it is
often used as a "starter" for text animation; i.e., by printing a
word on the screen and then snapping it or some altered variation
of the word.
This module provides you with not only three sizes of the
font, but also the flexibility to change: the spacing between
characters or between lines of text, the foreground or background
colors, and the position of the text.
Before you select WORDS, make sure you have the i mage you
wish to label or add text to on the TV screen. When you have
your draw ing on the screen and have selected WORDS, a flash ing
crosshair cursor will also appear on the TV screen.
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OPTION!
BUTTON

WORDS
ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION

--------------------

PLACE TEXT
ON SCREEN/
YELL~

Imagine that the first letter of the text you wish
to position on the screen is contained by the
upper righthand quadrant of the crosshair cursor
so that the bottom of the text lines up to the
center of the cursor... and then position the
cursor where you wish the text to begin and press
the yellow button. You'll notice that new print
appears on the terminal screen advising you to
press yellow to fix text on the screen or to press
white to erase the text you have just placed on
the screen.
This option allows you to preview the placement of
text on the screen before fixing it in that
position. If you are satisfied with the placement
of text, press the yellow button once again to fix
it at that location. If you wish to adjust the
placement, press the white button. The text just
placed on the screen will be erased and the
flashing crosshair cursor will re-appear, ready
for new placement of your text.

CHA~E

TEXT/
WHITE

By now you've noticed that the system default text
is STARTUP. Once you've experimented wi th that,
you'll probably want to change the text to
something more meaningful. To do so, press the
white button.
New print will appear on the
terminal screen, advising you to type in as many
lines of text as you wish and to signify that
you've finished by pressing the return key twice.
If you plan to do more than just label, before you
go entering a full page of text, there are a few
things you should be aware of:
-If you use more characters in a single I ine than
the screen will hold (about 35 characters across
using the system default small character font),
the excess characters will not register on the
screen.
-Within screen limits, you can enter up to an
entire TV screenful of text; however, this module
is not intended to work as a text editor and if
you later wish to change any Single character or
word in the text, you'll have to re-type the
entire body of the text.
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WORDS - Continued
CHANGE FONT SIZE, CHARACTER COLOR, SPACING, AND ROTATION

----------------------------------------------------------------INPUT 1 TO USE SHALL FONT
INPUT 2 TO USE MEDIUM FONT
INPUT 3 TO USE LARGE FONT
INPUT

4

TO CHOOSE FORffiROUN> AND BACKGROUN> FONT COLORS

(0-3)

INPUT 5 TO CHANGE PIXEL SPACING BETWEEN CHARACTERS
INPUT 6 TO CHANGE SPACING BETWEEN LINES OF TEXT
INPUT 7 TO CHANGE ROTATION

----------------------------------------------------------------PRESS RETURN TO GET BACK TO "WORDS" OPTIONS

----------------------------------------------------------------OPT ION/
BUTTON

WORDS!
ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION

CHANGE FONT SIZE,
COLOR, SPACING,
ROTATION/
BLUE
When you choose this option, the terminal screen
will clear and the above set of options will
appear. You may continue making changes with
these options until you press the return key and
get back to the set of options for WORDS.
Briefly, here's how each of these options works:
INPUT 1
INPUT 2
INPUT 3

TO CHANGE FONT SIZE:
You select the size font you wish to work with by
inputting (typing) 1 for small, 2 for medium, or 3
for large. Due to the fact that the basic font is
comprised of proportionally spaced characters
which encompass both capi tal letters and
descending letters (that is, letters that descend
below the writing line), it is difficult to define
specific sizes for 1, 2, and 3. However, as a
gauge of the difference in sizes, we can use the
height of capital letters as a reference point:
FONT
SIZE

HEIGHT OF
CAPITAL LETTERS

SnaIl
Medium
Large

10 pixels
20 pixels
30 pixels

NOTE: In order to use the large font, you'll need
at least 10K free storage space in user memory.
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OPTION

WORDS/FONT CHANGES - Continued
ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION
See SYSTEM LIMITATIONS/USER MEMORY sections of
GENERAL REFERENCE SECTION for instructions on
freeing up user memory.

INPUT 4

TO OiOOSE FOREGROOND AND BACKGROOND FONT COLORS (0-3)
Understanding foreground color is relati vel y
simple ••• it's the color of the character itself.
Background color is a little more complex. The
background of a character is the block of blank
space surrounding the character that contains
pixels not needed to create the characer.
Any
space between words of text is also considered
back ground. In gene ral, you'll def i ne the
background color of your text to be the same as
the color of the area on which you are writing,
which means the background color of your text will
not be noticeable. If, however, you choose to
write on a color different from the background
color of your text, the effects of doing so will
become immediately apparen~ Your own experience
in dealing with this will best teach you how to
use it to your advantage.
In any event, when you input 4, you'll be asked to
type in a color variable number <0-3) from the
palette colormap currently residing in the system
for both the character and the background.

INPUT 5

TO CHANGE PIXEL SPACING BETWEEN CHARACTERS:
This feature allows you to define the number of
pixels separating characters of a word. You may
spread them further apart or squeeze them together
so that they overlap one another. The system
default spacing is two pixels between characters.

INPUT 6

TO CHANGE SPACING BETWEEN LINES OF TEXT:
This feature allows you to define the number of
lines between 1 ines of text. The sy stem defaul t
settings are as follows:
-SHALL FONT: -15
-MEDIUM FONT: -23
-LARGE FONT: -40
Using capital letters, these negative number
settings represent the number of lines between the
top of the first line and the bottom of the second
line.
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OPTION

WORDS/FONT CHANGES - Continued
ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION

INPUT 1

TO CHANGE ROTATION:
This feature allows you to change the rotation of
your text from the system default of 0 degrees to
90, 180, or 210 degrees.
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GROUP 4 - LINE

SAVED
LINE

SAVE
LINE

DRAW

& SNAP ANIMATION
PAm
SAVE

PAm
MOVE

RE-PIWI

SAVE
PAm
SEalENCE

DRAW WITH LINES AND SAVE THEIR ENDroINTS IN AN ARRAY
QJRSOR BUTTON OPTIONS:
LINE DRAW
<YELLOtl>
MOVE
FIXED POINT <WHITE>

<GREEN> BACK TO MENU
<BLUE>
ERASE LINES

QJRRENT SETTINGS:

=

COLORMODE: 00
COLOR: 0 + MODE: 0
GRID SIZE: 00
RESOLUTION CONSTRAINT: 00
TO CHANGE COLOR AND/OR MODE SETTINGS:PRESS JOYSTICK
TRIGGER & "COLOR" CURSOR WILL APPEAR ON TV SCREEN
,

.

ARRGRID prints a drafting grid on the TV screen;
CONSTRAN defines drawing constraints on the grid.
FREEZE controls the rate at which cursor flashes.
PRESS CTRL+H
PRESS CTRL+Z
PRESS CTRL+K

TO CLEAR THE TV SCREEN
TO ACCESS CONSTRAN, ARRGRID, & FREEZE
TO SEE THIS FULL SET OF OPTIONS AGAIN

o SAVE LINE DRAW
This module allows you to create a line drawing with a
rubberband-type line brush (exactly like LINES) and to save the
position of each line's endpoints in the sequence they're drawn
so that the line drawing can later be manipulated and/or
reconstructed by the computer in a "connect-the-dots" fash ion
when you select SAVED LINE RE-DRAW from the Paint Program menu.
SAVE LINE DRAW facilitates the development of a library of basic
shapes which can be copied over and over again to be manipulated
or modified to suit specific needs as they arise.
Two important features of this module allow you to create
very precise line drawings: ARRGRID is a "macro" (a series of
Zgrass commands) which allows you to define a grid to be
displayed in the background of your canvas while you draw. By
settjng the constr-aint Variable of the grid (using CONSTRAN) , you
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SAVE LINE DRAW - Continued
control the accuracy of registering endpoints at uniform
locations within each gridbox of the grid.
When you choose SAVE LINE DRAW, a series of questions will
be ~sked via the terminal screen. The structure in which all the
points of your line drawing's path are saved is called an array,
so the first thing you'll be asked is the name of the array you
wish to work on. This may ei ther be an array you're just
starting or one you've created previously that you now wish to
modify. To modify an existing array, you need to have re-drawn
its path on the TV screen with SAVED LINE RE-DRAW before you
choose SAVE LINE DRAW.
DEFINING ARRAY SIZE
If you wish to create a new line-drawing array, you'll be
nsked to define the maximum number of points needed to complete
the drawing. You may define a minimum of 1 and a maximum of 330
points. Do not use 0 or negative numbers. By defining the
number of points you expect to have in an array, you actually
reserve storage space for that many pOints. Since you cannot
reclaim unused storage space in an array, it is important to
estimate the actual number of points as closely as you can. In
general, it's wisest to estimate on the low side. If you run out
of space in an array, you'll be asked (on the terminal screen) if
you want to save more pOints by creating another array. If
you're not finished with your drawing, you should reserve more
space in another array with a name closely associated to the
first array.
When you've named and defined the maximum number of points
in a line-drawing array, the terminal screen will clear and the
cursor button options for SAVE LINE DRAW will appear, as
reproduced at the beginning of this section. Simultaneously, a
flashing line cursor (like LINES) will appear on the TV, ready
for you to create the line-drawing being saved by the array
you've defined. NOTE: After you've completed your line drawing,
don't forget to save it on disk for later use. Although it now
exists in user memory, if you turn the computer off and haven't
saved it on disk, there is no way of retrieving it for later use.
OPTION/
BUTTON
LINE DRAW/
YELLOW

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION

Stretch the free end of the line cursor to where
you want the line drawn and press the yellow
button. Keep in mind that the lines you draw now
will be re-drawn in the same order later when you
use the SAVED LINE RE-DRAW module.
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OPT ION/
BUTTON
MOVE FIXED
POINT/
WHITE

ERASE
LINES/
BLUE

SAVE LINE DRAW/
ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION

To relocate the fixed pOint of the line cursor,
stretch the free end to the point where you want
it re-positioned and press the white button.

When you press the blue button, the path you've
created by drawing with lines from point to point
will be re-traced and lines will be erased in
reverse order for as long as you continue pressing
the button. If you have re-located the fixed
point, it's path will be re-traced even though a
line has not been registered on the screen.

ACCESS ARRGRID
AND CONSTRAN/
CTRL+Z
DRAWIIii ON A GRID BACKGROUfI)
If you wish to have a grid displayed in the
background of your TV canvas, press CTRL+Z. A
pound sign symbol IJ will appear on the terminal
screen. If you type in ARRGRID and press the
return key, you'll be asked to define a grid size
by typing in a code for one of the three sizes
available:
GRID SCALE
CODE
IN PIXELS

---------1
2
3

10 X 10
20 X 20
30 X 30

When you have typed in the code, if you'll look at
the TV screen, you'll notice the grid being drawn
in and completed when the contrasting horizontal
and vertical center lines have been drawn.
Another pound sign II will be printed on the
terminal screen. If you do not wish to change the
constraint variable (CONSTRAN), Simply press the
return key and the flashing line cursor will
appear on the TV screen, ready to draw with.
The CONSTRAN variable allows you to accurately
limit the placement of points on the grid. For
instance, if you type:
OONSTRAN:: 10
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OPT ION/
BUTTON

SAVE LINE DRAW/
ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION
after the pound sign , appears on the terminal
screen and then press the return key, you may draw
with the flashing line cursor, but you'll notice
that the endpoints are uni forml y registered ten
pixels apart ••• a terrific help in matching
endpoints.
This feature is also userul in manipulating screen
resolution.
With a constraint of 10, all
endpoints are forced to register on the screen at
least 10 pixels apart, cutting the 320 X 200
resolution down to 32 X 20. Experiment with this
feature and you'll discover how simple it is to
create very accurate line drawings, block
diagrams, flow charts, bar charts, or any kind of
charts.
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GROUP q - LINE
SAVE
LINE
DRAW

SAnD
LINE

& SNAP ANIMATION

PAm
SAVE

ftE...l)RAW

PAm
HOVE

SAVE
PAm
SEWENCE

PRERWUISITE: TO USE mlS MODULE, YOU ttlST HAVE AN ARRAY
CREATED VIm SAVE UNE DRAW IN USER MEMORY; PRESS REl1JRN
KEY TO ESCAPE mlS MODULE All) RETURN TO mE MENU.
NM1E OF THE ARRAY TO BE RE-DRAWN?

SCALE WIDTH? (default 1)
SCALE HEIGHT? (default 1)
HORIZONTAL OFFSET? (default 0)
VERTICAL OFFSET? (default 0)
ERASE THE SCREEN? (Y OR N)
DO YOU WANT A DIFFERENT COLORMODE THAN THE ONE STORED?(Y OR N)
o SAVED LINE RE-DRAW
Used in conjunction with SAVE LINE DRAW, this module enables
you to create basic real time animation. Because the image
created in SAVE LINE DRAW is re-drawn by re-assembling the image
1 ine-by-line, the image appears to come to life, recreating the
original sequence of drawing steps. Somewhat more sophisticated
animation can be created by using SAVED LINE RE-DRAW in
conjunction with the ANIMATE module, as follows:
Select an image created in SAVE LINE DRAW, re-draw it on the
screen with SAVED LINE RE-DRAW and snap it. Re-draw i t aga in,
only this time, change the scale factors. Snap that image (see
the GENERAL REFERENCE SECTION for details on naming files in a
series). Now, re-draw it, once again using different scale
ractors and snap that image. Use the ANIMATE module to create
',he illusion of pulsating motion by fl ipping through the modified
snaps of the same image.
When you choose SAVED LINE RE-DRAW, a series of questions
will be asked on the terminal screen, as printed above and
commented on below.
NAME

(F

mE ARRAY TO BE RE-DRAWN?

Just before this question is printed on the terminal screen,
you'll notice a message advising that you must have an array
created in SAVE LINE DRAW in user memory. SAVED LINE RE-DRAW
works only with line drawings whose endpoints have been stored in
an array. If you attempt to use this module with any other type
of drawing, your attempt will be rejected and you'll be returned
to the Paint Program menu. If the drawing array you wish to have
re-drawn is stored on disk, you must retrieve it before you
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SAVED LINE RE-DRAW - Continued
choose this module; if you don't, you'll get an Error 1134 NO SUCH
NAME and the system> cursor. Just type in PAINT and press the
return key to get back to the Paint Program menu and the DISK
UTILITIES module in order to retrieve from disk the drawing array
you wish to re-draw.
SCALE WIDTH? (default 1)
SCALE HEIGHT? (default 1)
Whether you're creating modified static images or modifying
images for animation, SCALING is a key factor in manipulating
images and creating a diversified collection of basic images.
See GENERAL REFERENCE SECTION/SCALING for detailed information
and instructions on manipulating scale factors to achieve
specific results.
HORIZONTAL (FFSET? (default 0)
VERTICAL OFFSET? (default 0)
Chan~ing the offsets allows you to re-position the image on
·the screen, using the first endpoint drawn in an image as the
pOint of origination (default 0,0) from which offsets are
determined. For instance, since your original image has offsets
of 0,0, if you wan ted the image re-drawn on the screen with the
point of origination moved 50 pixels to the right and 10 pixels
down, you'd input a horizontal offset of 50 and a vertical offset
of -10. To shift left or down, use negative numbers for the
horizontal or vertical offset& To shift to the right or up, use
positive numbers.

ERASE THE SCREEN? (Y OR N)
You may choose to either add the image you select to an
exisiting drawing on the screen or clear the screen.
DO YOO WANT A DIFFERENT COLDRMOOE THAN THE ONE STORFD? (Y OR N)

When you saved your image in SAVE LINE DRAW, the colormode
used in creating the drawing was saved along with the endpoints
composing the drawing. Unless you specify a different colormode,
the colormode used in creating your drawing will be used now. If
you respond affirmatively to this question, you'll then be asked
to input a new colormode. To refresh your memory about the 22
possible colormodes available, refer to the COLOR CONTROL section
at the front of this guide.

IMPORTANT
To see your image re-assembled I ine-by-l ine, you must look
at the TV screen immediatedly upon responding to the colormode
question. Particularly for small images, the re-drawing process
is so rapid, if you don't look immediately, you'll miss this
animation activity.
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GROOP q - UJlE & SNAP ANIMATION
SAVE
LINE
DRAW

I

SAm>
I PAnt
LINE
I SAVE
RE-DUW I

PA'11I
MOVE

SAVE
PAlll
Sf.ClJFJJCE

PLOT AND SAVE A PATH OF POINTS IN AN ARRAY

----------------------------------------------------------------PRESS RETURN KEY TO GO BACK TO MENU
NAME Of THE PATH ARRAY?
IS THIS A NEW PATH ARRAY? (Y OR N)
MAXIMUM NUMBER Of POINTS IN THE PATH?
aJRSOR BUTTON OPTIONS:
PATH DRAW
<YELUli)
<WHITE)

<GREEN) BACK TO MENU
<BLUE>
ERASE PATH

aJRRENT SETTINGS:
COLORMODE: 00 = COLOR: a + MODE: 0
GRID SIZE: 00
RESOLUTION CONTRAINT: 00
TO CHANGE COLOR AND/OR MODE SETTINGS, PRESS JOYSTICK
TRIGGER & "COLOR" CURSOR WILL APPEAR ON TV SCREEN
ARRGRID prints a grid on the TV screen;
CONSTRAN defines drawing constraints on the grid.
PRESS CTRL+Z
PRESS CTRL+H
PRESS CTRL+K

TO ACCESS ARRGRID AND CONSTRAN
TO CLEAR THE TV SCREEN
TO SEE THIS FULL SET OF OPTIONS AGAIN

----------------------------------------------------------------o PATH SAVE
To develop an animation sequence which moves a snap along a
specified path on the TV screen, you must first plot that path
and then save it to be used in the PATH. HOVE module where the
animation sequence comes to life. PATH SAVE allows you to name,
plot, and save that path.
When you select PATH SAVE, you'll be asked a series of
questions about the path you wish to work with. You may either
create a new path or modify a path previously created. As in
SAVE LINE DRAW, the pOints of your drawing path will be saved in
an array structure and you must define a maximum number of pOints
to be contained in that array. Since you cannot re-claim unused
storage space in an array, it behooves you to estimate as closely
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SAVE PATH - Continued
as possible the number of points required to complete your pat~
If you run out of room in an array, you'll be given an
opportunity to create another array with only minor disruption to
your drawing process. See GENERAL REFERENCE SECTION/NAMING FILES
for details on naming files in a series. For more details on
defining array size, see DEFINING ARRAY SIZE in the SAVE LINE
DRAW section.
OPTION!
BUTTON
PATH DRAW/
YELLOti

ERASE PATH!
BLUE

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION

If you press the yellow button as you move the
tablet cursor, you'll note that your movement is
tracked on the TV screen with little dots (the
points of your path). If you move the cursor
slowly, the pOints will be plotted closely
together; if you move the cursor quickly, the
points will appear fUrther apart.
When you press the blue button, the points in the
path you've drawn will be erased in reverse order
for as long as you continue to press the button.

ACCESS ARRGRID
AND CONSTRAN/
CTRL+Z
To display a grid in the background of your TV
screen to guide you in plotting a path, press
CTRL+Z and when you get the pound sign H, type in
ARRGRID and choose a grid size. To define a
drawing constraint on the grid, when a second
pound sign
appears on the terminal screen, type
in CONSTRAN=X (X being the constraint you want).
See the section discussing DRAWING ON A GRID
BACKGROUND in SAVE LINE DRAW for full details on
using these features.

*
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GROUP 4 - LIJIE
SAVE
r LINE
I DRAW

&

SNAP AHIHATION

SAm>
I PAnt
LINE
I SAVE
RE-DUV I

PAm
MOVE

SAVE

PAnt

SEaJEMCE

PREREQUISITE: TO USE THIS MODULE, YOU MUST FIRST HAVE THE
FOLLOWII«i ITEMS IN USER MEMORY: A PAnt CREATm IN PAnt SAVE, THE
SNAPS YOU WISH TO HOYE ALONG THE PATH; IF YOU'RE RUNNING A PATH
SEQUENCE PREVIOUSLY CREATm, YOU MUST ALSO HAVE THE PAnt Sw')ENCE
AND SNAP GROUP. USE mE DISI lTl'n.ITIES HOOULE TO RETRIEVE FD..ES
STORED ON DISK. PRESS RETURN TO GO BACK TO ntE MENU.
MOVE A SNAP OR SERIES OF SNAPS

ALO~

A PATH

NAME OF PATH MOVE ANIMATION SEQUENCE?
NAME OF PATH?
NAME OF SNAP GROUP?
IS THIS A NEW GROUP OF SNAPS? (Y OR N)
NAME OF PRIMARY SNAP?
HORIZONTAL SCALE? (default 1)
VERTICAL SCALE? (default 1)
HORIZONTAL OFFSET? (default 0)
VERTICAL OFFSET? (default 0)
DISPLAYMODE? (default 0)
ERASE THE SCREEN? (Y·OR N)
DISPLAY SPEED? 1 = 1 STEP AT A TIME
2 = NORMAL SPEED
3 = HIGH SPEED
STEP AT A TIME:

----------------------------------------------------------------SNAP NAME: XXXXXXXXXX PATH POSITION: 00
SCREEN POSITION: 00
PRESS:

RETURN:NEXT POSITION C=CHANGE SNAP DISPLAY G=EXIT STEP

----------------------------------------------------------------o PATH HOVE
Used in conjunction with PATH SAVE, this module allows you
to move a snap or series of snaps along the path defined in PATH
SAVE. You have the ability to assign a different snap to be
displayed at each point of the path or to use a single snap for
the entire animation sequence.
Your control over the executiol1 of this type of animation
sequence is quite complex and requires that you provide lots of
information at the keyboard before you get results on the TV
screen. However, by organizing the ipformation in this way, you
can save the final result for stor~ge and reproduce the same
sequence later. Pay close attention ~o the 'PREREQUISITE message
printed on the terminal screen when you choose PATH MOVE. You
mllst have all the necessary parts available in user memory. If
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PATH MOVE - Continued
you have all the files you need to execute a PATH MOVE, proceed
by answering the questions reproduced above and commented on
below:
NAME

(F

PAllI MOVE ANIMATION SFlJUENCE?

This can be either a new sequence you're creating or a
sequence you've created previously and now wish to run or modify.
In either case, the named sequence will operate according to
the instructions you input at this time.
NAME

(F

PAm?

This is the name of a path created and saved in PATH SAVE
that you now wish to use to guide the movement of a snap or
series of snaps on the TV screen.
NAME (Ii SNAP GROOP?
IS mIS A NEll GROOP

(F

SNAPS? (Y OR I)

This may be a new group or one previously defined and
retrieved. It identifies an array which contains all the snaps
you wish to use in this particular path animation sequence.
Although it is referred to as a group, the group can be as small
as a single snap. If this is not a new group, you will not need
to identify the primary snap. If it is a new group, you'll get
the next question on the screen.
NAME

(Ii"

PRIMARY SNAp?·

This is the snap you intend to use either exclusively or
most frequently in the display sequence. If you single-step
through a sequence, you'll notice that this snap holds every
position until you change the name of the snap displayed at a
particular position in a sequence.
HORIZONTAL SCALE? (default 1)
VERTICAL SCALE? (default 1)
HORIZONTAL (FFSET? (default 0)
VERTICAL <FFSET? (default 0)
These options work exactly as they do in the SAVED LINE REDRAW module, with additional information available in the GENERAL
REFERENCE SECTION under SCALING. For purposes of offsetting,
take into account that snaps are dispiayed so that their center
coordinates coincide with the pOints of the path.
DISPLAYHOOE? (default 0)
This option allows you to change the displaymode from the
default of O. See the Glosssary and GENERAL REFERENCE
SECTION/DISPLAYMODES for details on the 141 different
displaymodes available in the system.
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ERASE ruE SCREEN? (Y OR N)
You may choose to run your pathmove animation sequence
ei ther on a clear screen or a background previously created and
left on the screen.
DISPLAY SPEED?

1 = 1 STEP AT A TIME
2 = NORMAL SPEfD

3

= HIGH

SPEED

1 STEP AT A TIME:

------------------------------------------------------------

SNAP NAME: XXXXXXXXX
PAm POSITION: 00 SCREEN POSITION: 00
PRESS: RETURN=NEXT POSITION C=CHAHGE SNAP DISPLAY G:EXIT STEP
If you choose 2 or 3 (normal or high speed), the pathmove
animation sequence will be displayed on the TV screen using
snap/s in an order you've specified previously or, if this is a
new sequence, only the primary snap will appear throughout the
entire display. High speed runs the sequence about twice as fast
as normal.
To change the display of a snap at any path position, you
must choose 1 to single-step through the sequence. When you
choose 1 STEP AT A TIME, the name of the snap and its
corresponding path position will be printed out in chronological
order one position at a time on the terminal screen. You may
notice that the first position documented on the terminal screen
is 12. Posi tions 0 through 11 are used to prov ide information
about this array structure to the computer.
As you single-step through a sequence, you'll have the
opportunity to see each snap displayed in its assigned position
and then decide to change the snap assignment by pressing the C
key (and RETURN), go to the next position by pressing the RETURN
KEY, or if you've finished examining and modifying the sequence,
exit single-step mode by pressing the G key (and RETURN). If you
choose to change a snap aSSignment, you'll be asked to name the
NEW SNAP FOR THIS POSITION? and then you'll be given the same
options for the next snap position. The new snap you've assigned
to a position will not be displayed until you run this pathmove
animation sequence again.
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GROOP .. - UIE • SNAP ANIMATION
SAVE
LINE
DRAW

SAYm
UNE

PAnt
SAVE

BE-DBAW

PAnt
HOVE

SAVE
PATH
SEalENCE

PATH MOVE
USE PATH SAVE SEQUENCE TO STORE ALL ELEMENTS OF A WILL
ALLOW
THAT
MACRO
A
ES
CREAT
E
ANIMATION SWUENCE. THIS MOOUL
TO
REnJRN
PRESS
NT5.
aEME
ntESE
VE
TOO TO STORE AND EASD.T RETRIE
GO BACK TO MENU.

----------------------------------------------------------------NAME OF SNAP GROUP?
NAME OF PATH HOVE ANIMATION SBQUENCE?
NAME OF PATH?
WHICH DISK TO STORE YOUR FILES? (4,1,5 )
a serie s
When you choose SAVE PATH SBQUENCE, you'l l be asked After
you
screen.
of self-e xplan atory quest ions via the termi nal in
MOVE
the PATH
type in the name of the snap group used
be a pause in
will
there
ng,
stori
e
you'r
anim ation seque nce
naming
activ ity. The computer is in the process of creat ing and
eve this
a macro to store the infor matio n needed to later retriappea
serie s of files . After a few secon ds, new print willmacro. r on
the termi nal scree n, advis ing you of the name of this
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GROOP 5 - UTD.ITI IIDJLES
DISK
tlIIUIIES

FILE
STArns

COLOR

BARS

ERASE

SCREE"

"DISK UTILITIES
INPUT 0 TO LOOK AT A COMPLETE DISK DIRECTORY (PRESS RETURN TO
TO SEE 20 FILES AT A TIME)
INPUT 1 TO LOOK FOR A PARTIQJLAR FILE NAME
INPUT 2 TO SAVE A SCREEN DUMP
INPUT 3 TO SAVE A SNAP, ARRAY, OR MACRO
INPUT 4 TO GET A SCREEN DUMP, SNAP, ARRAY, OR MACRO
INPUT 5 TO GET A SCREEN DUMP, SNAP, ARRAY, OR MACRO BACK-UP
INPUT 6 TO DELETE A SCREEN DUMP, SNAP, ARRAY, OR MACRO FROM DISK
INPUT 7 TO DELETE ALL BACK-UP FILES ON A DISK

----------------------------------------------------------------PRESS RETURN TO GO BACK TO THE MENU

o DISK UTILITIES
This module provides you with the tools you need to do disk
housekeeping. DISK UTILITIES allows you to store or retrieve
your work from disk and to delete work (or back-up files) you no
longer wish to keep. When you save something, its name, file
type, and notes associ ated with it are added to the Disk
Directory. This module also allows you to look at an entire Disk
Directory or to select, a particular entry and look only at that
entry's listing in the directory.
OPfION

DISK UTILITIES/
ACTIVITY DESCRIPfION

INPUT 0

TO LOOK AT A COMPLETE DISK DIRECTORY
This option allows you to survey a complete listing
of all entries made on a particular disk.
The informational components of a directory entry
listing are organized as listed below:
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OPTION

DISK UTILITIES/DISK DIRECTORY - Continued
ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION

-----------------------------------------FILE NAME

this is the name you
asso ciate with the file; it
must start with a lette r or $
and may be composed of onl y
lette rs, numbers (0-9>, and $

-FILE TYPE

whet her it's a scree n dump,
array , string , swap, submap,
snap , etc. The comp ute r
deter mine s this piece of
inform ation for you. See the
Gloss ary for defin ition s of
the vario us file types .

-FILE LENGTH

lengt h of the file in bytes ;
the computer also determ ines
this piece of inform ation for
you

-FILE NOTE

a descr iptive note you input
at the time you save a file;
it is recommended that you
inclu de the date a file is
creat ed or revis ed in this
sectio n

When you selec t this optio n, new type will appea r
on the termi nal scree n, askin g you to ident ify the
disk you wish to look at. Choose one of the
follow ing (0,1, 4,5):

o = Drive
4 = Drive

0, top side
0, bottom side

1
5

= Drive

= Drive

1, top side
1, bottom side

REMEMBER, the disk in Drive 0 top side (0) is the
PAINT PROGRAM; botto m side (4) is the UTILITY
DISK. Sides 1 and 5 in Drive 1 are your work
stora ge areas .
When you'v e ident i fied the disk, the term inal
scree n will clear and the first page (scree nful) of
the Disk Direc tory will be printe d on the termi nal
scree n. Press the RETURN key to see subse quen t
pages through to the end of the listin g.
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DISK UTILITIES/

OPTION

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION

INPUT 1

TO LOOK FOR A PARTICULAR DIRECTORY ENTRY

By inputting 1 in this module, you can instruct the
computer to search for a particular directory entry
and then print out its entry information on the
terminal screen. This is helpful in determining
whether or not you've already used a namej or if
you've lost track of a file's disk location, you
can speed through your disks until you find the
file you're looking for.
After you've input 1, new type will appear on the
terminal screen, asking for the entry name. Next,
you'll be asked for the disk identification.
Choose from 0,1 ,4,5--per the instructions provided
in the previous option section.
Next, the computer will respond on the terminal
screen by either printing out the directory entry
information or a message indicating that the entry
was not found.
In addition to this information, the number of
sectors remaining available for storage on the disk
will also be printed. Since one sector contains 512
bytes and a full screen dump requires about 20,000
bytes of storage space, approximately 39 sectors
are needed to store one full screen dump. By using
these numbers and observing what portion of the
TV screen is occupied by the file you wish to save,
you can determine in advance whether or not enough
storage space is available on your current work
disk.
As instructed on the screen, press the return key
to cont inue.
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OPfION

DISK UTILITIESI
ACTIVITY DESCRIPfION

INPUT 2

TO SAVE A SCREEN DUMP
SCREEN DUMP is the term used for a full-screen
picture. This 1s the option you choose when you
wish to store the drawing you currently have on the
TV screen. After you've input 2, print will appear
on the terminal screen, asking you to provide a
name for the screen dump. Be careful to use a new
name. If you choose a name that's already been
used to store a file on disk, the new screen dump
will be associated with that name and the old
screen dump will become a back-up file.
Next, you'll be asked for a message to be
associated wi th your screen dump.
For quick
identi fication, it's a good idea to gi ve a br ief _
description of the screen content and the date this
work was created. For example:
HII, bestpicture, 3/5/81
Finally, you'll be asked to identify the disk on
which you want this screen dump stored. When you
have done so, the appropriate disk drive will be
activated, and your screen dump will be stored on
disk (provided the write-protect label has been
removed--see DISK MANAGEMENT in the GENERAL
REFERENCE SECTION).
When storage of the screen dump is complete, the
terminal screen will clear and the options for this
module will re-appear, ready for your next
selection.
NOTE: As you approach completely filling a disk,
the storage process will take a little longer.

INPUT 3

TO SAVE A SNAP, ARRAY, OR MACRO
These files are differentiated from screen dumps
because the internal commands that perform the
storage functions are different. In addi tion, at
the time these files are saved, they are not
necessarily displayed on the TV screen; these are
files which have been created and named during your
current work session and stored in your te.porary
user memory work space.
There are three
circumstances under which you would choose this
option:
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OPTION

INPUT 3

DISK UTILITIES/TO SAVE A SNAP, ARRARY, OR MACRO
ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION

-----------------------------------------------

-you are in the midst of a long work session and
wish to protect yourself by saving work-inprogress
-you have completed a work session and wish to
preserve some or all of these types of files
permanently on disk for future use
-you have depleted your user memory storage space
(evidenced by having gotten a NOT ENOUGH MEMORY
message) and wish to free up this space without
having to
delete any files ; to do this,
transfer files c .... rently stored in user memory
to disk and then restart the system to erase all
files and clear user memory; don't forget to
review files stored on disk at the end of a
session and delete those you no longer want or
need--see DISK MANAGEMENT section of GENERAL
REFERENCE SECTION for details.
Operationally, this option works exactly in the
same way that SAVE A SCREEN DUMP works.

INPUT 4

TO GET A SCREEN DUMP. SNAP, ARRAY, OR MACRO
This is the option you use in order to retrieve a
file of any type stored on disk. After you've
input 4, you'll be asked for the name of the file
you wish to get. Then, you'll be asked to identifY
the disk on which it is located.
If the file is a snap, array, or macro, the
computer will retrieve it from the disk and
duplicate it in user memory so that is available
for use in conjunction wi th other modules during
the current work session. Names of files retrieved
from disk and added to user memory will be added
to the appropriate sections In FILE STAWS,
If the file is a screen dump, the computer will
respond by reproducing the screen dump on the TV
screen. VARNING: What this means Is that the
screen dt.lllp image will take priority over any image
currently on the TV screen and that image will be
completely covered by the screen dump and lost
forever. Make sure you're finished wi th your
current drawing before you get a screen dump from
disk.
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OPTION

DISK UTILITIES-TO GET A FILE!
ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION
When a retrieval is complete, the terminal screen
will clear and the options for this module will reappear.
If a file cannot be found as you've identified it,
you'll get an error message, along with the Zgrass
right arrow cursor (», which means you'll have to
restart the Paint Program by typing in PAINT. This
will get you back into the menu where you may
proceed to select the DISK UTILITIES module again
or choose some other module.

INPUT 5

TO GET A BACK-UP FILE
Whenever you retrieve an image or any type of file
from disk for modification and then re-save it on
that disk, the original, unmodified version of that
file automatically becaomes a back-up copy of that
file named FILENAME.BAK. In the event you discover
you're not satisfied wi th the modified version of
your image or file, you can retrieve the original
by getting the back-up file off disk with this
option.

INPUT 6

TO DELETE A SCREEN DUMP, SNAP, ARRAY, OR MACRO FROM
DISK
It is good practice to get rid of any files stored
on disk that you no longer want or need after each
session. This module allows you to do so.

INPUT 1

TO DELETE ALL BACK-UP FILES ON A DISK
When you find yourself running short of storage
space on a disk, deleting back-up files you no
longer need is a quick way of freeing up additional
storage space.
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SCAW I

FILE STAI1JS

When you select FILE STATUS, a listing of all files
currently stored in user memory will be printed out on the
terminal screen by category: snaps, arrays, or macros. In
addition, you will be given the opportunity to delete any file
you no longer need in user memory to free up user memory storage
S pClce.
o COLOR BARS

When you select COLOR BARS, the paint box menu will clear
from the TV screen; the left half of the screen will be white and
the right hCllf will be black. Then, six color bars will appear
so that the image appearing on your TV screen is organized as
diagrammed below.
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--------------------------------These color bars allow you to standardize your color
palettes by tuning the TV so that these color bars are
consistent each time you start the system. This is especially
important if you share your system with other users who may make
color adjustments to suit their particular needs.
As the new print on your terminal screen indicates, these
color bars will remain on the TV screen until you press the
return key on the terminal keyboard to return to the menu.
o ERASE SCREEN

To discard a drawing you're unhappy with or to clear Lht.:' TV
canvas after you've saved a completed drawing or snap, choose HIe
ERASE SCREEN module.

